MEMORANDUM

TO: Council, SSC and AP Members

FROM: Chris Oliver
Executive Director

DATE: September 29, 2009

SUBJECT: Bering Sea and Aleutian Islands crab issues

ACTION REQUIRED

(d) Review outline for the 5-year review of the program

BACKGROUND

In development of the crab rationalization program, the Council scheduled several reviews of the program. Among those reviews is a comprehensive review of the program to be undertaken in the 5th year after implementation of the program. Specifically, the Council included the following provision in its motion defining the program:

Formal program review at the first Council Meeting in the 5th year after implementation to objectively measure the success of the program, including benefits and impacts to harvesters (including vessel owners, skippers and crew), processors and communities by addressing concerns, goals and objectives identified in the Crab Rationalization problem statement and the Magnuson Stevens Act standards. This review shall include analysis of post-rationalization impacts to coastal communities, harvesters and processors in terms of economic impacts and options for mitigating those impacts. Subsequent reviews are required every 5 years.

To facilitate a scoping discussion of the review, staff has prepared an outline for the analysis (Item C-4(d)(1)). Among the specific items to be included in the review are potential options to mitigate negative effects on coastal communities, harvesters, and processors. In considering the scope of any such mitigation measures, the Council should consider the package of alternatives currently tasked for analysis (Item C-4(d)(2)).
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C-4 Agenda Items

C-4(a), (b), and (c) BSAI Crab Rationalization Program Revisions

Analysis of alternatives to revise the program

Purpose and need statement:
The Bering Sea/Aleutian Islands (BSAI) Crab Rationalization Program is a comprehensive approach to rationalize an overcapitalized fishery in which serious safety and conservation concerns needed to be addressed. Conservation, safety, and efficiency goals have largely been met under the program.

Experience under the BSAI Crab Rationalization Program has made apparent the need to analyze alternatives to status quo to achieve: entry-level investment opportunities for active participants

This focused analysis on entry level investment opportunities for active participants will by definition include an analysis of the A/B split through potential share conversions.

Additional flexibility under the program is needed to address some inefficiencies created through the share matching system. For example, if a PQS holder opts not to apply for IPQ, the program should allow competitive markets to determine whether resources are harvested rather than redistribute the IPQ for share matching.

Processors and communities have received protections through processor quota shares under this program since the year of implementation. Higher TACs afford an opportunity to expand competition while maintaining protection for processor investments and recognizing community dependency under an IPQ threshold.

Alternative 1:
No action, status quo.

Alternative 2:
Increase investment opportunities for active participants by increasing the proportion of C share quota in all rationalized fisheries through a market-based reallocation.

Change the 3 percent C share allocation to:
  a)  6 percent
  b)  8 percent
  c)  10 percent

Suboption: Applicable only to b) and c) above (increase to 8 or 10 percent), redesignated C shares will be subject to:
  1) the A share/B share split (including regionalization)
  2) regionalization

Suboptions: Use the following mechanism to achieve the increase (i and iii can be combined):
DRAFT

i) A pro-rata reduction in owner shares (distributed over a period not to exceed 5, 7, or 10 years) to create C shares available for active participants to purchase. Owner share holders who meet active participation requirements would be able to retain their converted C shares.

ii) A percentage re-designation of owner shares to C shares at the time of each transfer. The purchasing owner is required to comply with the active participation definition or divest of the C shares.

iii) A pro-rata reduction of PQS (distributed over a period not to exceed 5, 7, or 10 years) and conversion into C shares available for active participants to purchase through market transactions.

PQS/QS Conversion Rate
Each crab fishery may have a different conversion ratio. These ratios are based on rough estimates of the relative value of each PQS to CVO QS. This range could be expanded or modified based on further analysis.

a) 1 PQS unit = 0.5 CVO QS unit
b) 1 PQS unit = 0.4 CVO QS unit
c) 1 PQS unit = 0.3 CVO QS unit
d) 1 PQS unit = 0.2 CVO QS unit
e) 1 PQS unit = 0.1 CVO QS unit
f) 1 PQS unit = 0.075 CVO QS unit

Alternative 3:
Increase investment opportunities for active participants by establishing a preferential purchase and finance program for all share types (but no share conversion).

1) The Crab Advisory Committee is directed to consider the potential for a private contractual proposal to increase investment opportunities for active participants. A response and recommendations will be made to the Council.

2) The proposed program should address the following:
   a. Establishing goals for an aggregate amount of QS owner shares to be held by active participants at 5, 7, and 10 years.
   b. Identify and address any potential impacts on industry efficiency or investment and on communities.
   c. Identify any regulatory issues that may need to be addressed, such as use and ownership caps, and provide recommendations to address these issues.

Alternative 4:
C share Regional Fishery Association
The committee is tasked to review proposals to form a regional fishery association (RFA) to hold and distribute C shares on behalf of RFA members.

If RFAs are established, the aggregate total of all C shares shall be:

a) 6 percent
b) 8 percent
c) 10 percent.

Component 1 (IPQ accounting when PQS holder opts not to apply)
If a PQS holder opts not to apply for IPQ in a year, distribute harvesting quota that would have been the matching CVO IFQ A shares as open delivery B shares.
Component 2 (Establish IPQ thresholds)

The amount of IPQ (individual processing quota) issued in any year shall not exceed,

Option a) in the *C. opilio* fishery,
   i) 26 million pounds.
   ii) 45 million pounds.
   iii) 64 million pounds.
   iv) 80 million pounds.

Option b) in the Bristol Bay red king crab fishery,
   i) 12 million pounds.
   ii) 15 million pounds.
   iii) 18 million pounds (status quo).

Suboption: Any IFQ above the threshold will be auctioned by NMFS to the highest bidder.
FAX

North Pacific Fisheries Management Council
194th Plenary Session — For the Record — attached report
October 3 – 9, 2009 Anchorage, Alaska
From: Shawn Dochtermann for the Crewman’s Association

BS/Al CR Crab Crewmember Issues re C4(d) Outline of 5-Year Review

Please include in the record the attached draft report entitled, “Post-Rationalization Restructuring of Commercial Crew Member Opportunities in Bering Sea and Aleutian Island Crab Fisheries”; Sepez, Lazarus & Felthoven; Sept. 26, 2008, for consideration in the outline of the 5-year review for crab. Best science, especially in the absence of EDR reports, must include such ethnographic information.

Crab crewmembers also take issue with the Council and its staff’s failure to work with the Crewmen regarding the tables to be included in the HQS Leasing and Crew Compensation draft paper presented at the June 2009 session, and the inadequacies of that entire report regarding the concerns of crew, especially relevant to a 5-year review.

You have repeatedly forgotten to provide EDR reports sufficient for policy-making decisions, and the ‘arbitrary and capricious’ presentations and decisions to date have left out such important factors as “lay share” contract rights (and U.S. Codes), reconciliations with actual crab settlements, coercion of crew; and a host of other legal and data issues.

It is important that the Council consider the attached ethnographic study, and long past time for it to be included on the record.

Sincerely,

[Signature]

Shawn C. Dochtermann
P.O. Box 3886
Kodiak, AK 99615
Tel: 907-486-8777; cell 425-367-8777

Submitted by Fax, Sunday September 27, 2009
POST-RATIONALIZATION RESTRUCTURING OF COMMERCIAL CREW
MEMBER OPPORTUNITIES IN
BERING SEA AND ALEUTIAN ISLAND CRAB FISHERIES

August, 2008
DRAFT REPORT

Jennifer Sepez
Alaska Fisheries Science Center
7600 Sand Point Way N.E., Seattle, Washington, WA 89115
Email: jennifer.sepez@noaa.gov
Phone: (206) 526-6546

Heather Lazrus
University of Washington and Pacific States Marine Fisheries Commission
7600 Sand Point Way N.E., Seattle, Washington, WA 89115
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BACKGROUND AND PURPOSE

The purpose of this research is to understand how employment opportunities for commercial fishing vessel crew members have changed in the Bering Sea and Aleutian Island (BSAI) crab fisheries following the implementation of a quota-based management system by the North Pacific Fisheries Management Council (NPFMC). The objectives of the Crab Rationalization Program (referred to as rationalization or the rationalization program) are to address conservation and management issues associated with the previous open access fishery, reduce by-catch and associated discard mortality, and increase the safety of crab fishermen by ending the race for fish. In the Environmental Impact Statement produced by the National Marine Fisheries Service (NMFS) and NPFMC for the Fishery Management Plan of BSAI King and Tanner Crabs, a rationalization program is explained as “one that results in an allocation of labor and capital between fishing and other industries that maximizes the net value of production.” It is further noted in the Statement that “because rationalization involves a total revamping of the way the fishery is run, its designers must be aware of the numerous economic, social, and environmental consequences that flow from the details of the program design” (EIS No. 040410:1-6).

This report transmits preliminary information to the NPFMC, its committees, stakeholders, and the public, about the findings of the research thus far in concert with the NPFMC 3-year review of the program. However, the research and this report are not officially part of the 3-year review as directed by the NPFMC. Funding for this research was provided by the NMFS Office of Science and Technology in 2007 as part of a wider effort to develop social information regarding commercial fishing vessel crew in the United States. The project is expected to continue through the beginning of 2009.

While planning and conducting this research we became aware of a number of research projects on related topics and have made efforts not to duplicate efforts or exhaust the same interview populations. Briefly, these complementary projects include:

- Research by the staff of the NPFMC for the mandatory 3-year review.
- Research by Dr. Michael Downs of EDAW for the 3-year review on the social impacts of the program on Alaska fishing communities.
- Research by Dr. Gunnar Knapp and Dr. Marie Lowe of the University of Alaska’s Institute for Social and Economic Research on the economic and social impact of the program on communities in the Aleutians East Borough.
- Research by Dr. Seth Macinko of the University of Rhode Island and funded by the North Pacific Research Board on the impacts of rationalization on BSAI crab crew with a focus on financial compensation using ethnographic interview techniques.
- Research by Dr. Chang Seung of the Alaska fisheries Science Center applying regional economic models to BSAI crab fisheries

1 see http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/sustainablefisheries/crab/rat/progfaq.htm#changes
In the interest of providing useful and meaningful research, we have coordinated and consulted with each of these researchers either by telephone or in person. As a result of two other projects underway that focus on financial compensation to crew, we elected to de-emphasize that aspect of crew employment in our own research and focus more on social factors. As a result of two projects focusing on community impacts, we have also de-emphasized that in this work, focusing instead on crew members as an occupational community.

Our focus on crew employment analyzes information derived largely from ethnographic interviews to understand the impacts of rationalization in four categories: Crew Composition, Employment Opportunities, Work Characteristics, and Alternative Employment Opportunities. The impacts perceived by individuals, conveyed to us through the interviews, and expressed in this report should be interpreted as a reflection of the way in which these individuals feel about various aspects of the crab rationalization program. A primary goal of eliciting this information was to scope a set of testable hypotheses that can be rigorously evaluated in future to address what interviewees conveyed as the most salient and pressing issues facing crew opportunities in the crab fisheries.

METHODS

The methodological approach of this research has been ethnographic. Ethnographic research engages fieldwork techniques to describe social and cultural meanings and activities from an insider point of view as opposed to an outsider’s perspective (Spradley 1979). The basic techniques applied are participant-observation and semi-structured in-person interviewing. Ethnographic approaches are particularly appropriate for small populations (for example, a village or a regional subgroup like BSAI crab crew rather than a nation-state or a demographic category); for populations not likely to respond to surveys (because of, for example, issues with literacy, culture, technology, infrastructure, trust, etc., some of which are pertinent to BSAI crab crew); for populations that are difficult to randomly sample (because, for example, they are not enumerable or they tend to have transient residences, both of which are true for BSAI crab crew); and for populations that are difficult to contact (again, relevant to BSAI crab crew).

Ethnographic methods are particularly suited for research in which the goals include eliciting the voices of a particular population, for deriving ideas, testable hypotheses, and conclusions inductively from data and experience, for generating nuanced profiles of human practices, and for understanding social and cultural subjects for which the primary elements are not well understood. Ethnographic approaches are not frequently applied to research in which the goals include random sampling, statistically representative profiles of populations, or deductive testing of hypotheses.

The majority of the work for this project has been based on unstructured interviews or semi-structured interviews rather than participant observation. Unstructured and semi-structured interviewing techniques are used in tandem to form the foundation of time-intensive ethnographic interviews (Bernard 2007, 2011). Such interview methods are
designed to prescribe the general topic and then allow themes within that topic to emerge from the interview population. Interviews are then coded thematically and the themes are analyzed to construct an understanding of the topic from the perspective of the participants.

One objective of ethnography is to allow the voices of research participants to speak for themselves. To this end, we have included many direct and paraphrased quotes in the text. We offer some attributes of the speaker to provide context, such as involvement capacity in the BSAI crab fisheries and residence. However, it should be carefully noted that the same sentiment may also have appeared in other interviews and been expressed by people differently involved in fishing and residing in very different geographic areas. We therefore caution against concluding that a statement is necessarily representative of the type of interviewee which was specifically not our intention. In the text, we use quotation marks to denote direct quotes, all others are paraphrased. Quotes are described by the place and status of interviewee, and the interview number. For example (former captain Seattle, #099) means that the interviewee was a former captain and the interview, number 99, was conducted in Seattle. We designate all interviews conducted with someone in an Oregon community by the state due to small number of interviews in some Oregon communities and the resulting potential for the individual to be identified.

Interview participants for this project were solicited by methods known as intercept sampling and snowball sampling of persons meeting the criteria for the project. We sought to include interview subjects who had participated in BSAI crab fisheries before or after rationalization (or both) as a crew member, but also included skippers/captains, vessel owners, and processing plant employees in the sample frame. Intercept sampling refers to intercepting participants in places where persons meeting the interview criteria are likely to be found. In the case of this project, this has included docks, supply stores, fishermen’s typical meeting places, and organized conferences and meetings. Snowball sampling refers to meeting key people (for example through intercept sampling) who then connect researchers to others who may be relevant and willing to contribute to the research. In this way, contacts were sought and made through local crewmen’s groups and fishing associations. In addition to intercept and snowball sampling, this project also solicited participation by posting notices on bulletin boards at community centers and commercial fishing docks in field work locations (locations are discussed in more detail below).

All types of sampling present the challenge of overcoming sample bias. Sample bias occurs when a non-random sample or an imperfect random sample is not representative of the population it purports to represent. Although the ethnographic approach used does

---

1 In some instances the same sentiment was expressed by a large number of individuals but to avoid redundancy and strive for parsimony in reporting we did not include successive, nearly identical comments in this report. Rather, we selected one or more quotes that encapsulate the thoughts on a topic and our accompanying text comments on the pervasiveness of those thoughts or feelings in the interviews to provide context.

2 Crew population data from which a sample could have been drawn from data held by the PSMFC was not available due to confidentiality restrictions. The sampling approach used instead was determined to be the best available option.
not purport to be statistically representative of the entire desired population, it attempts to
represent a reasonable portion of that population. Interviews were conducted with former
and current crew, captains, and others with varying extents of involvement in the BSAI
crab fisheries and holding a diverse array of opinions about the crab rationalization
program. Thus, as displayed in the tables below, even without a statistically
representative sample, this project has benefited from the involvement of all different
categories of crew that may represent unique perspectives.

Nonetheless, several sources of potential sample bias should be recognized. Some
segments of the population remain under represented in the interviews despite our
attempts to seek them out. For example, it has been much more difficult than anticipated
to find crew who are no longer in the crab fishery, despite many efforts. We were able to
locate and interview some, but not as many as we would have liked. As one current crew
member put it, “We don’t see the guys who lost jobs, they just disappeared.” (crew,
Seattle, #074). An additional source of potential sample bias is that only 6 major
locations were pursued while there are actually hundreds of locations in Alaska and
elsewhere that currently supply or historically supplied crew to the fishery.

Even if solicitation of interviews is broadly representative, it does not mean that
agreement of participation is representative. As one potential snowball sampler put it,
“But you know, even if I give them your number, they’ll be like ‘blaahhhh’ [waves
hand]. They’re fishermen, they don’t like to talk. What good will it do?” (Seattle, crew,
037). Although we did find the vast majority of stakeholders willing to talk with us, once
agreed to participate, a few people found it difficult to discuss something about which
they feel sensitive. For example, one crewmember who is no longer able to find a
position in the BSAI crab fisheries explained that “he feels stupid” that he cannot find
work in the fisheries and that because he feels it is his own fault, he has a hard time
talking about it (former captain, Seattle, #083).

Fieldwork Locations

Fieldwork was conducted for this project in Alaska, Washington, and Oregon. The
purpose of going to field locations was to interview people who met the project criteria
for interviews, rather than for direct observation of the fisheries. Fieldwork consisted of
visiting communities involved in the crab fisheries and interviewing current and former
participants in BSAI crab. Interviews took place on docks, on board vessels, at
processors, in local cafes, at public meetings, and by telephone. No fieldwork was done
observing actual crab harvesting. Table 1 contains the locations and dates of fieldwork.
Table 1. Locations and dates of project fieldwork.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>State</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Dates</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>Dutch Harbor</td>
<td>6 – 12 October 2007; 24-25, 31 January 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>Kodiak</td>
<td>12, 15-18 October 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>Akutan</td>
<td>25–30 January 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>King Cove</td>
<td>Tentatively planned for November 2008</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>Old Harbor</td>
<td>13-15 October 2007</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OR</td>
<td>Astoria/Warrenton</td>
<td>May 31-June 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>WA</td>
<td>Seattle area</td>
<td>April 15 – June 30, 2008</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In addition to interviews, fieldwork involved attending the Kodiak Fisheries Advisory meeting on 18 October 2007, the February 2008 NPFMC meeting in Seattle, the 28 February 2008 Pacific Northwest Crab Industry Advisory Committee meeting in Seattle, and visiting docks and shipyards in Washington, Oregon, and Alaska.

**Interviews**

A total of 88 interviews with 132 unique individuals (five people were interviewed more than once and several interviews included more than one participant) have been conducted. The interviews were distributed between locations in Alaska, Washington, and Oregon. More than half of interviewees were current BSAI crab fishery participants. The rest included former BSAI crab fishery participants and other stakeholders. The distribution of interviews by location, participant category and interview type is disclosed in more detail below.

The majority of interviews were conducted in person. Six phone interviews were conducted from the Alaska Fisheries Science Center in Seattle when an in-person meeting was not feasible. Of the 88 total interviews, 38 have been classified as in-depth, lasting up to an hour or more and yielding particularly detailed information.

Interview refusals, in which a person was asked to participate but declined to do so, were very few but were not strictly enumerated because the sampling strategy did not require it. In general, the vast majority of people agreed to participate. Only one person actively refused while others did so indirectly ("come back at another time" or "leave your number and I'll call") and might have been included had they been pursued under a different type of sampling strategy. In one case, the captain intervened and refused on behalf of the crew members. There were a few interviews in which the participant either directly or indirectly indicated a wish to keep participation confidential, but the vast majority of interviewees were not uncomfortable disclosing their participation. Nonetheless, we have obscured all identities in the materials presented here, identifying individuals only by their category of participation (e.g. ex-crab crew) and occasionally by location.
Interviews followed a semi-structured format that involves guided questioning as well as allowing for topics that are salient to the interviewee to be explored. Semi-structured interviewing was determined to be the most appropriate technique for collecting information on general parameters of change within the BSAI crab fisheries as well as details on more specific, individual experiences of fishery participants. All interviews with current or former participants in the fishery covered topics such as personal histories including how people entered the crab fishery, other fisheries or industries in which they have participated, and how long they have been fishing a BSAI crab fishery and other fisheries.

Interviews with current and former crew and skippers covered the hiring process, opportunities and opportunity costs in the fishery, and decision making regarding participation in the fishery. To elicit information on changes associated with the crab rationalization program, we asked about changes in the fishery following rationalization, including questions were asked that allowed us to later make comparison between the decades prior to rationalization and more recent experiences since the first rationalized season in 2005. Crew experience levels, compensation issues, and future expectations were covered. Because the semi-structured interview process allows the interviewee to guide the specific topical foci of an interview within the selected theme, participants were free to elaborate on the topics they found most relevant. As a result, two major affects of rationalization as experienced by crewmen—longer seasons and quota leases—dominated the unstructured portion of most interviews.

**Interviews by Location**

The majority of interviews were conducted in Alaska, although many of these participants reside in other locations such as Seattle. We designate the location of the interviewee according to the location of the person at the time of the interview (Table 2). Interviews conducted away from a person’s usual place of residence and telephone interviews that were conducted from Seattle with people elsewhere in Washington, Oregon, or Alaska. Several interviews involved more than one interviewee. Four people were interviewed twice, and one person was interviewed three different times for follow up information.

Table 2. Number of people interviewed at each location

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Number of People Interviewed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Dutch Harbor</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Akutan</td>
<td>23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kodiak</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Old Harbor</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Seattle</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Astoria/Warrenton</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other Alaska locations</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total people interviewed (including 5)</td>
<td>138</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
interviews by participant category

We interviewed people involved directly or indirectly in various capacities in the BSAI crab fisheries. We sought to interview persons who had participated in BSAI crab fisheries before or after rationalization (or both) as a crew member, skipper/captain, vessel owner, processing employee or other stakeholder, with an emphasis on those participating as crew members (Table 3). Crew with a variety of experience levels were interviewed ranging from aspiring crew who had not yet been hired on a crab vessel but did have previous fishing experience to veterans of the industry, retired skippers, and boat owners with over 50 years of experience.

Of 132 individuals interviewed, only 24 were persons who could be considered to have left or lost their positions in BSAI crab fisheries in the post-rationalization restructuring. This represented just 18% of the total number of individuals interviewed, but nearly one quarter of the total number of captains and crew interviewed. We would have liked to have had a larger number of former crew participate in the project but, as mentioned, we had difficulty locating people in this category. In the words of a former crew member, “We don’t even have any proof that they, crew, you know, exist. They are a band of gypsies united by what they do” (former crew, Kodiak, #031). Consequently, we may not have captured as broad of a perspective from former crew who are no longer in the BSAI crab fisheries. We are therefore more limited in what we can say about what former crew are doing and how current circumstances compare to their time participating in the BSAI crab fisheries. For those we located, the response rate (agreement to be interviewed) seemed similar to that of current fishery participants. Neither group seemed more likely to refuse participation.

Table 3. Number of people interviewed by participant category

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Category</th>
<th>Count</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Crab crew</td>
<td>64</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former crab crew</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crab captain</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Former crab captain</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non-crab crew/captain (fishermen who never participated in BSAI crab fisheries)</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crab boat owners</td>
<td>5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Processing plant employees</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Community members and other stakeholders</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total unique individuals</td>
<td>132</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We recognize that there may be other or underrepresented categories due to our sampling methodologies in spite of our efforts to be broadly representative. Therefore, we are still
cager to solicit further information. Please contact the authors regarding questions, concerns, and suggestions that could improve our sample base and our study.

ANALYSIS OF INTERVIEW DATA AND CREW INFORMATION

The application of data from the ethnographic interviewing for this project and other available sources of information to the topic of post-rationalization restructuring of crew opportunities generated four main topical areas: 1) composition of crew (including total number, geographic distribution, types of positions, and demographic characteristics); 2) employment opportunities (including hiring processes, qualifications, unfilled positions, c-shares, and job-seeker decision processes); 3) work characteristics (including pay structure, time inputs, compensation per unit effort, delivery schedules, and safety); and 4) alternative employment opportunities (including multi-industry and multi-fishery strategies, and geographic influences). Each topic is considered comparatively, as appropriate, in terms of pre-rationalizations conditions and post-rationalization conditions.

The focus of this preliminary report is crew employment. Information relevant to other aspects of BSAI crab crew experiences is not presented or analyzed here, but may be the subject of subsequent articles and reports.

Composition of BSAI Crab Crew

The composition of BSAI crab crew can be considered in several different ways. Below, we analyze information regarding changes in the total number of BSAI crab crew participants, changes in the geographic distribution of participation, changes in the type of positions designated on a vessel, and demographic characteristics of crew.

Numbers of participating crew before and after rationalization

The rationalization program was designed in part to address the overcapitalization of the BSAI crab fleet by providing incentives to consolidate fishing effort on fewer vessels. Job loss for crewmen was a significant and predicted impact of the rationalization program due to processes of fleet consolidation (EIS No. 040410). Limited data is available on crew in the BSAI crab fisheries, but we can quantitatively estimate some changes that took place with the implementation of the rationalization program. The numbers we use here are based on vessel participation data and other cited sources, and
do not rely on information from ethnographic interviews nor on data from the Economic Data Reports (EDR) submitted annually by vessel and processing plant owners\(^4\).

Table 4 uses two different methods to calculate the changes in available crew positions. Method A takes the number of unique vessels participating in any BSAI crab fishery multiplied by the Alaska Department of Labor estimate of 6 crew positions per vessel.\(^5\) The result of 1026 positions lost would correspond to the number of persons affected if each vessel kept the same individual crewmembers for all fisheries throughout the year. This could be considered the lower bound on the number of individuals affected.

**Table 4. Fishery statistics and crew positions before (2004) and after (2007) the implementation of the rationalization program (data retrieved from CFEC fish tickets)**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Notes</th>
<th>2004</th>
<th>2007</th>
<th>Change</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Unique vessels in BSAI crab fisheries fleet</td>
<td>Vessel counted only once no matter how many distinct fisheries participated in</td>
<td>256</td>
<td>85</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vessels fishing in aggregated BSAI crab fisheries</td>
<td>Vessel counted repeatedly for each fishery participated in</td>
<td>456</td>
<td>177</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pounds</td>
<td>Total of all BSAI crab species</td>
<td>44 million</td>
<td>61 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Value in dollars</td>
<td>Estimated from CFEC data</td>
<td>136 million</td>
<td>147 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crew positions method A</td>
<td># unique vessels x AKDOL estimate of 6 positions per vessel</td>
<td>1536</td>
<td>510</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Crew positions method B</td>
<td># vessels in each BSAI crab fishery x AKDOL estimate of 6 positions per vessel</td>
<td>2736</td>
<td>1062</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\(^4\) The EDRs collect information on cost, earnings and employment and can be examined in more detail at [http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/sustainablefisheries/crab/rat/edr/default.htm](http://www.fakr.noaa.gov/sustainablefisheries/crab/rat/edr/default.htm)

\(^5\) The Alaska Department of Labor creates employment estimates by combining landing records attached to a fishing permit with the results of an on-going survey of permit holders. "Crew factors" quantify the labor needed to fish a specific permit given gear type and regional specifications. Crew factor estimates may be conservative since they do not account for shipyard work nor do they capture individual cases when a crew member may leave prior to landings being made (Patton and Robinson 2006:12-13). In our calculations we assume that one permit will be associated with one vessel (as indicated on the Alaska Commercial Fisheries Entry Commission permit application forms), therefore allowing us to calculate positions by vessel.
Method B takes the aggregated number of vessels participating in each BSAI crab fishery multiplied by the Alaska Department of Labor estimate of 6 crew positions per vessel. In other words, vessels may be counted two or more times if they participated in more than one fishery, such as red king crab and opilio crab. The result of 1674 positions lost would correspond to the number of persons affected if each vessel hired a completely different crew for each fishery in which it participated. This estimate could be considered to be near the upper bound on the maximum number of individuals affected, given that the usual rate of in-season turnover has not been included. This rate is unknown, but would raise the maximum number of individuals affected.

The range of 1026-1674 crew positions lost encompasses the estimate provided by Lowe and Knapp (2006) of 1350, reached by adding the estimate of 900 positions lost in Bristol Bay red king crab and 450 in Bering Sea opilio crab between 2004/5 and 2005/6. The numbers in Table 4 above also include additional BSAI crab fisheries (Bristol Bay red king crab, Bering Sea snow crab, Eastern Aleutian golden king crab, and Western and Eastern Bering Sea tanner crab).

No matter how crew members are counted, the loss of available positions is a significant effect of rationalization. The loss of positions is closely associated with the removal of vessels from the active fleet via consolidation of fishing effort on fewer vessels. The expected efficiency gains of a quota-based management program are based on some amount of consolidation. This is not unique to BSAI crab fisheries, but can be considered a predictable effect of rationalization in any fisheries context.

Another way to analyze this information is in terms of total crew effort, as perhaps measured by total crew days at sea.\(^6\) Consolidation clearly means fewer positions for fewer people, but it does not necessarily mean less total work to harvest the total catch. It could simply be work that is distributed differently, such as to fewer persons working more days, as is clearly indicated by the interview data.

To determine if the total crew effort is similar before and after rationalization, we relied on Lowe and Knapp’s (2006) numbers comparing estimated average days fished per vessel for 2004/5 and 2005/6. For the Bristol Bay red king crab fishery, we calculated the following total numbers of crew days at sea:

\[ 2004/5: 251 \text{ vessels} \times 6 \text{ expected crew} \times 3 \text{ average days at sea per vessel} = 4,518 \text{ total crew days at sea.} \]
\[ 2005/6: 89 \text{ vessels} \times 6 \text{ expected crew} \times 26 \text{ average days at sea} = 13,884 \text{ total crew days at sea.} \]

For Bering Sea opilio crab we calculated the following total numbers of crew days at sea:

\[ 2004/5: 164 \text{ vessels} \times 6 \text{ expected crew} \times 5 \text{ average days at sea} = 4,920 \text{ total crew days at sea} \]
\[ 2005/6: 80 \text{ vessels} \times 6 \text{ expected crew} \times 42 \text{ average days at sea} = 20,160 \text{ total crew days at sea.} \]

\(^6\) Another method not pursued here to assess crew effort could be in terms of the number of pots pulled. As expressed by one captain, “Huge numbers of the jobs evaporated in the fishery as a whole, but there are still the pots to pull” (captain, Seattle, #082).
We see that the total number of crew days at sea has greatly increased in both fisheries but at a different rate for the red king and opilio fisheries. This increase can be partially attributed to the larger harvest in 2005/6 but the magnitude of these increases (17% and 34% respectively) is much less than the 3-4 fold increase in days at sea. The information we obtained from interviewees and the limited documents that discussed crab rationalization have attributed these changes to longer soak times used for crab pots, greater selectivity over the product quality of retained crab through increased discards (Barnard and Pengilly, 2006), more time spent waiting for safe fishing conditions, and in some cases a less breakneck pace of work. As we will discuss below, this change in the overall number of days at sea associated with crew jobs is one of the most significant factors affecting the experience of crewmen in the post-rationalization fishery.

Geographic distribution of vessels by state

In addition to effects on crew positions available and total crew effort, post-rationalization consolidation can also be understood in a geographic context. Ideally, we could examine the geographic distribution of crew member residences before and after rationalization. FDR data contains some information about crab crew residences, and can be linked to other databases to extract such information, but is not included here because the North Pacific Fisheries Management Council has requested that these data not be included as part of the three year review. The ethnographic interviews captured demographic data, but did not cover enough of the pre- and post-rationalization population for a sufficient geographic analysis. ADF&G crew license data, which also contain information about crew residences, cannot be sorted by fishery. Thus, without access to the data needed to directly address the geographic impacts on crew employment, we have relied upon indirect data available from vessel owner records. As indicated in interview data discussed in more detail below, it appears that crab vessels often hire crew in the home locations of the vessels, more so than at crab ports or through advertising. Thus, the geographic distribution of vessel ownership before and after rationalization was used as a rough indicator for the geographic distribution of crew position loss.

Nearly all of the vessels (98-99%) that have participated in the BSAI fisheries both before and after rationalization are registered to owners who reside in three states: Alaska, Washington, and Oregon. Figure 1 shows geographic changes in the BSAI crab fleet between 2004 and 2006, indicating how crew who are residents of these states may have been differentially displaced by jobs lost on boats that no longer participate in the fisheries.
The distribution of vessel participation in BSAI crab fisheries between the states is illustrated in the bar graph. The graph shows the number of unique vessels participating in BSAI crab fisheries by state for years 2004 and 2006. The states included are TOTAL, Other States, Oregon, Alaska, and Washington. The graph indicates a significant number of vessels participating in BSAI crab fisheries, with a notable increase in participation in Washington state from 2004 to 2006.
Types of crew positions on a vessel

Based on the information provided in ethnographic interviews, the types of crew positions on a vessel have not changed with rationalization. The basic categories of position continue to include captains (or skippers) and deckhands, where deckhands include greenhorns, engineers, and other sub-types such as deck boss. Our interviews do suggest, however, that there may have been changes in the numbers of certain types of crew, the qualifications of individuals filling the positions, and ways in which they earn compensation.

Captains
Captains or skippers\(^7\) run the vessel. There is one captain per vessel and there may be a relief captain who can stand in as needed. The captain decides where to fish (sometimes in consultation with the vessel owner), when to fish (within regulation seasons and in coordination with processing plants), oversee the preparation and post-season care of the vessel, hire and direct the deckhands, and run the wheelhouse. At sea, the captain is in charge of everything and all authority to act flows from his command. Knowledge and judgment are among the most important thing captains provide to the fishing operation.

Captains must hold an appropriate State of Alaska Gear Operators Permit and this number is recorded on fish tickets at the time of delivery. To fish as a captain in a cooperative in the rationalized fishery, a captain must have the hired master classification. BSAI crab captains are usually hired by the vessel owner, which may be an individual, company, or CDQ group. Captains often have a long history with a boat or a company, usually working their way up to the position, and often having close relationships with the owners of the boats. An average experience is reported in interview notes from one such captain as follows: After being with the company since 1984, he began to run the boat as a relief skipper in 1991 and in 1995 was hired as a skipper full time (captain, Dutch Harbor, #004). All the captains interviewed for this project appeared to be white and male and this seems to be representative of the group as a whole.

\(^7\) Although some sources may differentiate Captains from Skippers in terms of licenses held or vessel ownership, we use them interchangeably in this report.
Captains are compensated in different arrangements depending on their relationship to the vessel owner, their level of experience, and their ownership of C-shares. In most cases, their compensation is proportional to the revenue earned by the vessel. Only captains, and not other hired crew, were eligible for C-shares in the initial allocation of BSAI crab quota and C-shares may increase their compensation significantly.

Deckhands
Deckhands carry out the hands-on activities of fishing and running the vessel. A vessel typically has 4-8 deckhands who are on call 24 hours a day at sea, but more typically work 12-20 hours at a time. Different tasks are associated with different types of deckhands, although there is a great deal of malleability according to skill, conditions, and the traditions of a particular vessel. Greenhorns, a term used to describe first season or early career crew, typically carry out the least desirable jobs, such as baiting the pots. Other routine tasks including cooking may revolve around a crew or be designated to an individual for the length of the season. Engineers oversee the mechanical integrity of the vessel. If a deckboss is designated, he is a senior deckhand who will supervise the crew on deck for all activities, including pot pulling, sorting, cleaning, etc. Some vessels do not designate a deckboss, and at least one interviewee claimed that the position, or at least the label, was pushed by the producers of the Discovery Channel’s Deadliest Catch television show (crew, Dutch Harbor, #008).

Deckhands in the BSAI crab fisheries are required to have a State of Alaska Commercial Fishing Vessel Crewmember License, which costs slightly less for Alaska residents than it does for non-residents. These licenses are readily available at fishing ports throughout Alaska and may be purchased online through the ADF&G. Unlike the State of Alaska Gear Operator Permit, crew license numbers are not recorded on fish tickets at the time of delivery. Engineers may hold special licenses, but these are not required.

Deckhands are almost always compensated in terms of crew shares. Crew shares are calculated at the end of a season based on a percent of the vessel’s net revenue, which is defined as total landing revenue less any costs that are shared among the crew and vessel. The shared costs that come “off the top” of the landings revenue when calculating share payments differ by vessel, but can include fuel, bait, groceries, taxes, quota (IFQ or CIQ), among other things. Individual crew share sizes differ according to one’s experience and crew position and are denoted in fractions of a full crew share. Fractions we encountered during interviews included ½ share, ¼ share, full share and 1 ¼ share. Experienced crewmen are unlikely to work for less than a full share, while greenhorns can expect a half share, although there is no set progression. As one captain describes it: “The shares are along a continuum between ½ and full share crew. It’s arbitrary but we recognize experience and also provide extra incentives as bonus to reward guys. There is also room for people to negotiate” (captain, Seattle, #082).

However, more important to overall compensation than the fraction of crew share are the percent of vessel net revenue a full share represents. Limited evidence suggests a typical
full crew share might be between 4% and 7% of ex-vessel net revenue, which can be corroborated through the EDR database in the future.

**Demographic characteristics of crew**

There is no reliable source of data on the basic demographic characteristics (age, gender, ethnicity, etc.) of BSAI crab crew. When available for use, EDR data on crew may be linked to ADL & G crew license data which contains information on age (Carothers and Sepez, no date). The majority of interview subjects were working-age white males, and this appears to reflect the majority of participation in the fishery, with additional participation by Alaska Native, Latino and Pacific Island males. While it was discussed in theory that the conditions of the post-rationalization fishery could increase participation by foreign nationals, there was no evidence to suggest this was actually happening. The subject most raised by interviewees was the issue of age, though there was no consensus. An apparent majority seemed to think that crew were getting older, and a few connected that shift directly to rationalization because of both the diminished opportunity to enter the fishery - and diminished attractiveness - for younger people, as well as because of the ability to fish at a slower pace:

- Sees older crabbers now. Young people don’t think there is opportunity in the fishery to start at the bottom and work way up, and doesn’t think they want to work in jobs like this (shows me his grease-blackened hands and fingers) (captain, Seattle, #075).
- “I know I am making more money now. And you don’t have to be 19 years old anymore. We’ve got old guys now” (captain, Dutch Harbor, #004).
- “I’m not seeing a new generation here….the tide has shifted” (former captain, Kodiak, #079).
- “There’s no competence in the fishery with young people. There’s no future in the industry for young people” (crew, Seattle, #066).
- “I’m not seeing a lot of young guys trying to get into the crab industry right now. I think the word is getting out that you can support a family, I am optimistic” (boat owner, Kodiak, #088).
- “The hardest thing to do is get young people to work and save at the shipyard. Even at the John Deer store, it’s all old guys there too” (former captain, Kodiak, #179).

However, some participants recognized the critical role of young men in the fishery, implying that younger entry level persons would continue to be hired, and even favored in the hiring process:

- “When you look at the majority of the crab fishermen out here it’s like these older guys’ generation….You don’t see many kids my age out here. I have a handful of friends that are doing it. So when these guys all retire, who’s gonna do it? I don’t know. The fishery’s gonna become more dangerous [because people have less skill]” (crew, Akutan, #051).
• "This is my 25\textsuperscript{th} year fishing with these boat owners so I want to hire someone who will stay for 20 years. A younger guy has that going for him and the positions that open are usually more physical, climbing pots etc" (captain, Seattle, #087).

• "It's a young man's fishery: You have to be agile, quick and take a real good whack now and then" (community member, Dutch Harbor, #007).

Clear demographic data on crew members through the EDR or through ADF\&G may at some point be available to track this trend.

**Employment Opportunities**

Hiring processes under the post-rationalization BSAI crab fisheries appear to remain very similar to those used prior to rationalization, although they are now manifested under new conditions and terms of employment. Captains largely control hiring decisions and social networks are the predominant factor in hiring. Many crew members are hired that have some connection to a current crew member, the captain, or an owner. Experience on other vessels and in other fisheries is valued, although having worked for too many vessels is seen as a negative, indicating the inability to keep a position by performing well or being too opportunistic. There are still opportunities for greenhorns on nearly every vessel. It was not possible to determine or compare the level of turnover in individuals filling crew positions.

**Hiring process**

Captains are usually in charge of hiring. One Seattle based boat owner says "I hire and fire skippers and I give them a lot of rope to hire their crew" (owner, Seattle, #084). On the other hand, this was certainly not universally true. A Kodiak-based vessel owner who thinks that "hiring is the difficult part of the industry" does it himself (captain, Seattle, #088). Crew on boats owned by large companies may be hired through corporate procedures. According to a captain of a boat owned by Trident Seafoods, the crew hiring process was done entirely through the company. The captain himself did not have a hand in the process (captain, Akutan, #055).

Word of mouth and reputation are used by both skippers looking to make a hire and people who are looking for a crew job. The vast majority of current crew interviewed said they got their current and past positions through word of mouth or a social connection through friends or family. Many made the connection through participation in another fishery, particularly salmon. The following selection of quotes and interview notes illustrates the point:

• "Who you know it's completely about that. Especially now because it's an even smaller market with fewer jobs but not fewer people looking" (former captain, Kodiak, #079).
A crew member got the job because of a connection made when he was fishing salmon. Has been with this boat owner, but on another boat, for 10 years [his entire crab fishing career] (crew, Dutch Harbor, #059).

"I’ve always done business through social networks" (i.e., got jobs and hired crews) (captain, Seattle, #082).

"You can get a job if you know somebody...there’s real tight nepotism." (crew, Oregon, #077)

"It shouldn’t be based on networks, or friends [but it is]" (former crew, Dutch Harbor, #019).

A former crew got his first job when he would meet people who became friends when they came to deliver ladings to processors on which he was working. He is still friend with these people (former crew, Akutan, #046).

In hiring decisions by captains, reputation of the job-seeker is paramount. Captains will check with their own social networks to evaluate an applicant, as illustrated by the following selection of quotes and interview notes:

- A captain would call other captains for hiring, more or less through the grapevine (captain, Seattle, #083).
- "I know all the skippers because the fleet has shrunk so I can ask them about someone who wants to be a deckhand and our jobs are coveted on this boat so I can be choosy. But they can be choosy about me too." (captain, Dutch Harbor, #004)
- "It’s about reputation; you take both the good and bad into account." (former captain, Seattle, #082)
- "Finding a crab job is more like dating because it’s more about who you know. If you cheat on your old lady, people will say things behind your back. And when you’ve got a girlfriend, everyone is interested" (former crew, Seattle, #076).

The hiring process for greenhorns, for emergency fill-ins after losing a person, and in times when it is too difficult to find experienced labor is different since there often may not be a candidate presented through social networks with a reputation that can be checked. In these cases, hiring seems more the chance of finding someone in the right place at the right time:

- Greenhorns hired off the docks and from processors (former captain, Seattle, #083).
- If needs a half share guy off the docks, "He’s showing something just by being there" (captain, Seattle, #075).
- "Spots open up on the boats, because of injury, migration enforcement and so on" (community member, Akutan, #056)
- "Sometimes we’re just forced to take a body. If it’s warm, it’s hired" (captain, Seattle, #087).
- "If someone came down here [Fishermen's Terminal] now, they’d be working ten minutes later" (captain, Seattle, #075).
• “They’ll take anyone holding their head up, and those guys often go for less” (former captain, Seattle, #083).

As one interviewee suggests, this urgent-hire process is not really different from before rationalization. When under the gun, a hire will be made regardless of the skill level. He says that “Even before rationalization in the derby, Olympic style fishery, they [skippers] were filling out crew with less experienced people” (processing plant employee, Dutch Harbor, #014).

Job Qualifications

While the processes of hiring may not have changed since rationalization, there is limited evidence to suggest that the qualifications of those hired may have changed. Specifically, there seems to be a more bimodal distribution of skill and experience among crew (i.e., disproportionately more greenhorns and veterans than mid-career types) in the post-rationalization fisheries, whereas the former fisheries may have exhibited a more consistent or uniform distribution of experience.

For positions requiring experience, the level of experience expected may have increased, likely due to the greater availability of such crew due to consolidation and job loss:

• “The more competition, the more picky the skippers can be” (community member, Dutch Harbor, #007).
• A captain hired experienced crew, about 20 years of total experience each means they are efficient and safe (captain, Akutan, #047).
• “It’s more efficient if you have guys who know what they are doing, and you spend less on fuel because you can go faster” (boat owner, Seattle, #084).
• “I don’t really like hiring guys without experience anymore, but sometimes you have to….At least [more experienced crew] know what they are getting into and it’s still a dangerous job [so it is important to have experience]” (owner, Kodiak, #088).
• People who are in the fishery now are good. They are the ones who could get good jobs. There are also, but on the best boats, even the greenhorns have a lot of fishing experience, and some of it is with crab (crew, Seattle, #037).

However, at least one interviewee suggested the opposite, noting that under rationalization skippers have more time, so they can hire less experienced crew because they don’t have to respond to so much time pressure (community member, Dutch harbor, #007). A captain states that rationalization “has been about taking away the Olympic style derby and turning it into something more efficient. Efficient harvests allow more of a training period for the crew…. It is a good thing” (captain, Dutch Harbor, #062). Also, it should be noted that while experience is a desirable job qualification, not so if it has been on too many different vessels. Captains can interpret that as being unable to keep a job:
• "We'd prefer a greenhorn. If we're picking between someone who's been on a lot, on 10 different boats, we'd pick the greenhorn" (boat owner, Seattle, #084).
• "You can not move around boats too much, you get a reputation very fast for not sticking with a job throughout the season" (former crew, Akutan, #046).

In the context of a large available pool of labor with a high level of experience, the persistent position of the greenhorn is somewhat problematic. Why hire someone new to fishing when there is an ample supply of experienced crew? The answer to this question is multifaceted and examined throughout this report, but revolves around several primary things: the greenhorn can be expected to do the less desirable jobs that experience crew won’t do, the greenhorn can be trained to the vessel or captains particular way of doing things, and the greenhorn can be paid a lesser crew share, increasing the remaining available crew shares for experienced crew:

• "Sometimes there's an advantage to hiring inexperienced crew because they are more malleable and don't think they already know it all" (captain, Dutch Harbor, #058).
• "They can be trained the way we like on this boat" (captain, Dutch Harbor, #058).
• "Half the time it may not work out [with a greenhorn], but when it does it really works out. 8 times out of 10 it does not work out if it is someone who's been bouncing around a lot" (boat owner, Seattle, #084).
• A captain hired two greenhorns because the boat had lots of leased quota shares and a high number of full and large share guys so wanted to help them out (captain, Seattle, #065).
• "...So skippers can look for a greenhorn because they can play this game and there are guys fishing ½ shares for 4 years. It's cheaper to get a greenhorn then someone with experience and knowledge" (community member, Akutan, #050).
• "There are a lot more greenhorns fishing because older [more senior to the fishery] guys are not going to go out for $100/$150 a day for weeks" (community member, Dutch Harbor, #012).

The existence of a large experienced labor pool lies in contrast to sentiments expressed in interviews that many vessels have had a hard time finding crew in the several years since rationalization was implemented:

• "If you talk to skippers, they're not finding them [crew] but the press is full of stories of all those people losing their jobs" (processing plant employee, Dutch Harbor, #013).
• Alaska based boats are having the hardest time crewing up. There is a really limited labor pool that they can draw from (boat owner, Seattle, #084).

Of the wide variety of explanations offered by our interview subjects for the difficulty some vessels experienced in finding crew, the most persistent was the change in conditions (elaborated upon in the Work Characteristics section) since rationalization. As
expressed by an observer of the fishery, "It's getting harder [for boats] to keep good crew because of conditions [season length and compensation rates on some boats]" (processing plant employee, Dutch Harbor, #014). These conditions include most prominently the longer length of fishing seasons and the effects of lease payments on compensation rates, each of which will be discussed in the section on work characteristics.

C-Shares

At the inception of the rationalization program, captains were issued shares to 3% of the total harvester quota. These quota shares are known as C-shares and like B-shares (10% of the total harvester quota), but unlike A-shares (87% of the harvester quota), C-shares are not matched with processing quota held by processing plants so deliveries can be negotiated with any plant. C-shares held by captains may thus yield 3% of the available IFQ every year.

The discussion of shares allocated to crew featured in several interviews and reflects the importance of the issue. The intention of C-shares is to increase opportunities for participation by crew, but the effect has been mixed (see also Lewis 2005). Comments reflected on the current value of C-shares to captains, as well as on the hopes of other crew members who do not currently hold shares. The lack of capital to buy shares and high levels of crew transience in the fishery suggest that C-shares may not be a sufficient mechanism to accomplish the goal of increased opportunity. Many crew pointed out that C-shares are currently available to purchase, but that they can not afford to do so.

Crew members are very concerned about the lack of shares allocated to them at the inception of the program. The concern is about issues of equity and fairness as much as it is about financial opportunity and financial security: "At the inception of rationalization, council members put forward the 3% [shares for crew], which begs the question, why 3%? Why are only captains getting it?" (crew, Kodiak, #031). Another expresses a sense of deep disenfranchisement: "Owners got quota that is more than the boats [were worth]. What did crew get? They got handed a bleak future. They didn't have representation and that's the way things are going in this country. Labor is the last thing to get handed anything" (former captain, Seattle, #070). These perceptions of unfairness are significant indicators of people's general senses of dissatisfaction and may be important in crew members' decisions about whether to continue to participate in the BSAI crab fisheries.

C-shares that were allocated to captains have also made an important positive difference for many. While some have left the fishery and subsequently sold their C-shares, others credit C-shares with their ability to continue to participate in the fishery:

- "Without C-shares, we'd all become bus drivers" (captain, Seattle, #082).
- "I like the IFQ part because it put a value on it. I started with those boats in 1979 or 1980 but none of that stuff (participation) had value. Boats themselves lost

---

8 A NMFS crew loan program that is intended to facilitate crew purchases of C shares will be established.
value (with rationalization) but access to the fishery, if you have IFQs, you’re guaranteed a percentage. That’s where the value is” (former captain, Kodiak, #081).

C-shares may play into hiring processes. C-shares may be an asset of an individual that may influence hiring preferences. According to one captain, “Owners see me as an asset because I lease C-shares to them and then the boat gets to keep a percentage so it is a win-win situation. I hope it will push other crew and captains to do the same” (captain, Seattle, #071). However, from another point of view ownership of C-shares does not necessarily make a crew more valuable because it is not an important component in how crew are hired. C-shares are such a small addition to the larger quota pools, even considering that C-shares could allow for some regional flexibility since they are not linked to a specific processor or region (captain, Seattle, #082).

C-shares are also considered to be important to the long term sustainability of the fishery which does rely on individual skill and experience. A boat owner considers that “We’d like to see some IFQ in the hands of crew….Owners understand that to make the program work we need to get quota in the hands of crew, as owners we see that. We are thinking about what we can do” (boat owner, Seattle, #084).

Finally, crew express that if C-shares are made more accessible to them, for example through a loan program, C-shares may offer a means for crew to invest financially as well as socially in longer term involvement:

- “You should have faith in the fishery you’re involved in [by investing in C-shares]….You should make the decision to buy into fishing, have faith in it” (former captain, Kodiak, #081).
- “In the past owners always ended up selling part of the boat to the crew so they could work their way up from the deck through engineer position to captain. You were obligated to pay for the boat because you’d get loans and take a financial risk. Now you’re better off trying to buy IFQ” (former crew, Kodiak, #081).
- A crew considers that if he makes crab fishing his career, it would be silly not to invest in quota shares and attempt to buy them, but says he does not have the option of a good loan now and he is not sure about his commitment to crabbing as a career (crew, Seattle, #086).

It is important to recognize that the new goal of IFQ ownership has in some ways supplanted the former goal of boat ownership, and thus access to IFQ is another layer of both limitations and opportunities in a rationalized fishery. One former captain summarizes it this way: “They could get a job on a boat, save money. But to buy IFQ, it’s not as viable now” (former captain, Kodiak, #081).

**Non-Crab Employment with Vessel**
Crew contracts may stipulate participation in shipyard work or other fisheries such as salmon tendering during summer months or cod fishing. As one captain explains, the boats in his fleet are kept busy for eight to nine months of the year and crew are expected to be actively involved. The crew contracts for this captain’s fleet “emcompass the whole package....including crab and cod and builds in salmon and shipyard work. A common scenario is to have a new crew do salmon tendering and if that works out then they come out for cod and crab.” A typical crew contract with this captain’s company has several basic components: vessel and crew names, terms and dates, crew shares, and a penalty if they leave early (i.e., if they quit they lose 1% share of what has already been fished). So if they were on a 5% share position they would get 4% of what has already been caught. These aspects of the contract serve as an incentive for people not to leave at the shipyard. The captain went on to say that while this is not always considered ideal, “people would like to do just king crab, hell, I’d like to do just king” (captain, Seattle, #082).

Indeed, while such contract relationships, or perhaps less formal agreements along a similar principle, were present among a fair number of current crew members interviewed, it was not the case for a majority. A crew who was working in the shipyard over the summer months explained that he is never obliged to tender or fish cod as part of a contract because he signs a separate contract for each season (crew, Seattle, #085).

A former crew from Kodiak explained that in his view some of the ways in which losses to crew through rationalization have been calculated are flawed because tendering positions have been counted as jobs that make up for the diminished positions in crab. However, “saying there is no job loss because of tendering opportunities doesn’t work, because we’ve always tendered” (former crew, Kodiak, #031).

**Crew Employment Decision Making**

Analysis of interview data has allowed us to develop a rough conceptual model of a generalized crew perspective on seeking and finding employment in BSAI crab fisheries. Conceptual models such as the one presented here are known as ethnographic decision models or ethnographic decision trees. Like any model, decision models are empirically based representations of reality that can serve as an idealized or generalized ‘map’ – rather than claiming to be reality. They are particularly useful for the insight they provide into alternatives evaluated, points of contrast and comparison drawn, and contextual information about decisions. Essentially, decision models allow us insight into why individuals within groups make the decisions that they do (Gladwin 1989:8). Decision-modeling is done by aggregating information from several individuals. Decision models are therefore very loosely predictive tools.

A central issue uncovered by this project is the process of crew employment decision making. Understanding how the decision is made to seek employment and when to accept an offer are particularly important given significantly fewer crew positions available and changed working conditions (especially lease fees and season length) following implementation of the rationalization program. The decisions made by crew whether or
not to pursue employment may shed light on the apparent paradox that, in fact, captains appear to be having a difficult time finding crew to fill positions. This model represents aggregated information about the decision-making processes of several current and former BSAI crab crew members about whether or not to pursue employment in the rationalized crab fishery. It is important to recognize that this model does not capture the sense that some crew may feel that they do not have a choice not to fish, but that given their skills for crab fishing, they must go fishing if they have a position. As expressed by one Alaska-based crew after calculating that he earns less crab fishing since 2005, "I’m unable to quit even though it’s going to tear my body apart until I become a cripple. I owe the government money, and I can’t get out" (crew, Dutch Harbor, #063).

Examples such as the considerations exhibited in the following crew members’ narrative about fishing the 2007/2008 BSAI crab seasons help in the construction a crew decision model:

"I’d never actually do the 70/30\(^9\) thing, I was hoping it would turn out differently but it sure didn’t turn out worth a damn. We should have made $80-100,000.00. We made $20,000.00. You’re looking at $20,000.00 for a couple of months, what did we do before that? We didn’t work, didn’t work. If you have a family you have to go home and start working...Can I afford to quit my job on land when I have a wife and kids? Should I quit my land job now to go back to the ocean? No. So a lot of guys are staying home because they can’t afford the downtime after our little $20,000.00....We [on this boat] fished all leased share...I’m still making, out of this 50/50\(^\) deal, I’m making pretty good off of it overall, I mean it’s not what I expect I would have gotten in the old days....I had to actually go out and get a loan though after the [2007] king crab season to pay my year end bills! I went from a $36,000.00 pay check to a $20,000.00 pay check. Now people think that’s a high pay check, but it really isn’t. Not when it takes me $1,000.00 to get here and $1,000.00 to gear up. The longer I am away from home, it adds up. I have overhead when I leave the house. No one there’s to fix my car, take care of the roof, shovel the driveway.... I have to pay for that so the longer I’m away from home the more expenses I acquire. So it’s not this big Discovery Channel paycheck for $20,000.00 in three days. We’ve seen that, but not anymore. We’re fishing longer to make the same amount of money. We have to make the same money to pay the same bills. Now me, I downsized when this happened. I sold all my stuff when this happened, slowly liquidating assets. We’re all in the process of downsizing" (crew, Akutan, #051).

**Crab Crew Decision Model:**

Step 1: Will a person seek employment as BSAI crab crew?\(^{10}\)

\(^9\) We have not constructed a counterpart model of captains’ decision-making about the hiring process, but such a model would provide important and complimentary information.

\(^{10}\) Referring to the lease fees in the BSAI red king crab fishery that can amount to 70% of gross revenues.

\(^{11}\) Referring to the lease fees in the BSAI opilio crab fishery that can amount to 50% of gross revenues.

\(^{12}\) A consideration not listed here because it is not currently relevant under the stipulations for holders of C-shares is whether or not someone holds C-shares, and whether or not there are owner on board requirements.
Question 1. Do I need the $ this year?
Primary evaluation criteria
   Economic status from other fisheries
   Economic needs at home
      Answer 1a. If YES = Possibly Seek, go on to Question 2.
      Answer 1b. If NO = Probably Not Seek, but go on to Question 5.
Question 2. Is the $ potential per unit of effort worthwhile?
Primary evaluation criteria
   Compared to other fisheries options
   Compared to land-based options
   Compared to the recent past
      Answer 1a. If YES = Possibly Seek, go on to Question 3.
      Answer 1b. If NO = Probably Not Seek, but go on to Question 5
Question 3. Is the time commitment away from land/homeport/family feasible?
Primary evaluation criteria
   Compared to other job possibilities
   Considering current family needs at home
   Compared to the recent past
      Answer 1a. If YES = Probably Seek, Go on to Question 4.
      Answer 1b. If NO = Probably Not Seek, but go on to Question 5.
Question 4. Will the time commitment away preclude other necessary economic activities?
Primary evaluation criteria
   Other fisheries
   Other land-based work
      Answer 1a. If YES = Probably Not Seek, but go on to Question 5.
      Answer 1b. If NO = Probably Seek, Go on to Step 2 (Step 2 not yet drafted).
Question 5: (filter question) Do I need to go fishing now to hold the spot for future purposes?
Primary evaluation criteria
   Likelihood of future job availability
   Likelihood of distribution of shares based on participation
   Reputation and promised commitments
      Answer 1a. If YES = Probably Seek, Go on to Step 2 (Step 2 not yet drafted).
      Answer 1b. If NO = Probably Not Seek

Work Characteristics

Characteristics of work in the rationalized BSAI fisheries appear to have changed significantly under rationalization in terms of pay structure, season length, processor influence, safety at sea, and the compounding interactions between these factors. The impacts on work in the fisheries are extremely complex and effects of consolidation, quota leases, season length, crew experience, and safety are easily conflated. We make an
attempt to describe these factors individually in the section, while also recognizing their interrelatedness.

Consolidation of the BSAI crab fleet was an intended goal of the rationalization program which addressed the overcapitalization of the fleet by allocating resource rights and relieving the need for the pre-rationalization number of boats. By allocating resource privileges in the form of quota, the number of vessels could be reduced and the quota shares of multiple quota holders could be ‘stacked’ on just one vessel. As noted previously, vessel numbers dropped from 256 in 2004 prior to rationalization to 85 in 2007. A processing plant manager emphasized that “we knew there would be consolidation under rationalization, but the amount was very surprising” (processing plant employee, Dutch Harbor, #014).

Quota shares are leased at rates as high as 70% of gross revenues for king crab and around 50 to 60% for opilio. Whether or not quota is leased, and at what rate, influences compensation received per unit crew effort (or CPUCE). Whether or not additional quota is leased also influences the length of time a vessel will need to fish its quota, and thus the amount of time that crew members are active on the water. Evidence indicates that crew on boats that lease the majority of their quota earn less per CPUCE than before rationalization.

**Changes in Pay Structure – the Effect of Royalties**

While some boats continue to fish only their allocated quota, many boats have acquired additional quota through leases or purchases. The lease rates are quoted at around 70% for king crab and around 50-60% for opilio crab. The actual rates at which quota is leased to specific boats can be investigated in EDR data. Quota acquisition and consolidation is an outcome of rationalization that facilitates vessel consolidation and thus lowers the total fleet costs of landing the year’s total allowable catch. However, the benefits of lower overall costs do not come free, as vessels acquiring quota from idle vessels pay royalties for the right to land their fish. These royalties are then often deducted from the net revenue that is split among active vessel owners, captains and crew (as is often the case with other expenses like fuel, bait, or groceries).

Importantly, interview results suggest that there is no consistent way in which lease costs are passed on to the crew. Thus, the additional costs of leasing or buying quota beyond the amount initially allocated to the ITQ recipients decreases the profitability of that additional catch relative to the allocated ITQ for all parties in various ways depending on how the contracts are defined. In some cases crew are exempt from the fees, and most frequently these costs are shared. In rare circumstances crew were also charged for the quota the vessel owner had received through the initial allocation (presumably to reflect the owner’s opportunity cost of fishing that quota rather than leasing it to another vessel), which was particularly upsetting to the interviewees. While not yet a common occurrence, this practice has even outraged other owners who are against charging royalties on the quota they own that is fished on their vessels. A Seattle based owner observed that “In the Bering Sea there are a few who charge royalties on initially
allocated quota, but the major players are not” (boat owner, Seattle, #084). In sum, the royalty fees charged to crew to share the costs of these quota acquisitions represented a particularly controversial and sensitive topic in our crew interviews.

In particular, crew members generally expressed that they do not want to work on a boat with high royalties because of their belief that owners are retaining disproportionate amounts of the earnings relative to effort. As expressed by one ex-crew member: “You don’t pay someone that doesn’t work” (former captain, Seattle, #070a). This is corroborated by the captain of a boat with a large proportion of leased quota who observed “I don’t have a lot of people calling” (boat owner, Kodiak, #088). A Seattle-based crewmember states “Experienced guys are getting out if they can. Or getting the good jobs on boats with owner quota” (crew, Dutch Harbor, #045).

In one view, then, “through economic efforts, crew members have been aced out of the pie” (community member, Dutch Harbor, #012). A former crew calculates that “as a percentage of income made on the boat, you’re making a miniscule percentage of what you could make before rationalization” (former crew, Dutch Harbor, #019). This view was widespread among those interviewed:

- “The fishing industry is dying because it is too top heavy... Money is sucked out of the industry off the top with little being put back into it. People say you are doing OK because you are making money, but they are taking half so I feel I can say there is a huge disparity between owners and people [on the boats]” (crew, Seattle, #066).
- “I kind of expected it because it makes sense [economically]. Boat owners are OK, but crew are the ones who loose their livelihood.... I got an offer [of a job], but the money was so down. Plus I had friends who said it is not even worth it because the percent is so down. The boat owners are all getting the big bucks” (former crew, Akutan, #046).
- “I know captains who can’t find decent crew...Owners will lease quota to other another vessel and the crew gets paid on the remaining percentage after the lease fee, so crew are fishing for very reduced shares than [the crew] on vessels fishing their own quota. I think it’s why crew are not fishing...For the most part [rationalization] is a good thing. 95% of the boats are not leasing to each other” (former captain, Seattle, #068).
- Seattle-based crew: “There is no consistency [in the amounts and treatment of quota, whether leased or owned] from boat to boat....The worst [scenario] is a boat with little poundage but high lease, even a little poundage with no lease is better” (crew, Seattle, #066).

Where the problem seems to arise among vessel owners and crew on this topic is that while on the margin it may be financially viable for a vessel to lease or purchase additional quota, crew may not find the effective wage paid on those additional crab to be worth their time. For example, laborers may view this additional work as “overtime” of sorts and in many fields work above and beyond that typically conducted carries some type of overtime premium. Here, it is the opposite. Crew are effectively paid less per
hour or per pound for this additional work. In many cases crew would rather not take on the additional quota but have no voice in the matter, and to earn the higher return on the allocated quota they must earn less per unit on the newly acquired crab.

Alternatively, the business owner looks at the profit margin from bringing in additional crab and as long as it is still positive, it is still worthwhile to do so – especially since he has a large outlay of fixed costs that he must cover using the profits he earns at sea. Crew also recognize the business strategies at work here, noting that some boats will take higher lease fees “because a lot of these guys have boat payments. So, it’s ‘do I lose my boat or do I fish for less?’” (crew, Akutan, #051).

As other interviewees described it, the problem may not derive from the royalties on leased quota per se, but the current lease rates for quota. Rates as high as 70% are common in king crab and were reported by interviewees to approach 50%-60% for opilio crab. Thus, if a pie of owner quota is 100,000,000 pounds then the crew shares are 40% of the net revenue extracted from that, while a pie of leased quota that is also 100,000,000 pounds becomes only 30,000,000 pounds after royalties are paid, leaving the slice of pie for crew shares still at 40%, but from a smaller pie (captain, Seattle, #065). A crew member echoed these sentiments, saying “I’d be happy with 60/40 [shares split in the king crab fishery]. At that, we could make a living” (crew, Dutch Harbor, #051).

Some current captains and crew expressed satisfaction with the amount of quota their vessels fish, both originally allocated (owned) and leased. One captain says openly that “I’m feeling lucky to be on a boat that does not fish leased quota” (captain, Akutan, #047). A captain on a vessel with approximately 700,000-800,000 pounds of crab, of which 500 is not leased, says that “you earn less on royalty crab but we cost average all the crab so you don’t think some crab is earning you less” (captain, Seattle, #082).

Another captain says that his boat has 1.8 million pounds of owned quota and 120,000 pounds of leased quota. He estimates that he earns $120,000-140,000 a year which is 4 or 5 times more than before rationalization. He summarizes that “for us its way better” (captain, Seattle, #075). Crew members may have a positive perspective on the increased earnings, especially given that they have already invested in arriving at the fishing grounds and the added income is beneficial: “Before you had to be really lucky to catch 10,000 pounds of king crab, now you can catch more so people are making more” (crew, Seattle, #085). A crew member who has a position on a boat with 256,000 pounds of owned quota and a further 1,000,000 pounds of leased quota feels that this is a good proportion, but says he would not fish if the amount of leased quota was increased (crew, Seattle, #073).

In fact, many crew expressed that they would not continue to fish if the amount of leased quota on their boat increased. In one case, interviews with five crew members on a vessel in Dutch Harbor were conducted minutes after the crew were told that they would be fishing a larger proportion of leased quota than they had early been lead to believe. This news arrived just hours before departing for the start of the BSAI opilio crab season. One crew member made the decision to leave the boat as a result (crew, Dutch Harbor, #044).

In another interview with several crew members on a boat that was fishing all leased
shares in opilio crab, one crew member said “We don’t get paid enough... It’s getting to the point where I’m thinking about jumping out completely.” Another crew says it will probably be it for him as well. A third says “I build docks around Seattle now and that’s where I’m at. I’m making just enough money down there to say it’s not worth it to come up here anymore. Then what you’ll end up with is a bunch of greenhorns on the boat. Guys are going to start getting hurt. Boat owners can’t afford to fix the boat. They don’t have money to work on them, he’s [the boat owner] trying” (crew, Akutan, #051).

Several themes here are discussed further is sections on greenhorns, participation in other industries and local opportunities, and safety.

In relation to the above section on crew experience and emerging trends, the changes to crew shares may be a disincentive for more experienced crew to continue in the fishery. One former crewmember from Oregon calculated that “When I looked at the numbers, I was not interested. There are tons and tons of good guys not doing it anymore because they are not interested in that type of compensation so there are less experienced people coming in. It’s still kind of attractive for someone who doesn’t have anything else” (former crew, Oregon, #080). Another former crewmember from Kodiak corroborates that “Most of the real crab fishermen are gone because they won’t work in these conditions. Those who are crabbing now are those who don’t know any better” (former crew, Kodiak, #031).

The reluctance and even unwillingness of crew to fish leased quota on a diminished rate of compensation may in part explain the fewer than expected numbers of people looking for crew jobs in spite of the 1026 to 1674 crew positions removed from the BSAI crab fisheries following rationalization:

- “I know captains who can’t find decent crew... Owners will lease quota to another vessel and the crew gets paid on the remaining percentage after the lease fee, so crew are fishing for very reduced shares than [the crew] on vessels fishing their own quota. I think it’s why crew are not fishing” (former captain, Seattle, #068).
- “I was hiring guys I’d hired before and then fired, just to get [the job] done” (boat owner, Kodiak, #088).

There are follow through impacts to the hiring processes. As expressed by one crew, “the jobs that are left are competed for and it’s swung the balance of power in favor of the employer. It has meant that they can hire people for less percentage because there are not many other options and you gotta work for a lesser job” (crew, Dutch Harbor, #063). A subsequent effect might be that “the captain makes money, but he also drops wages [because he can due to increased competition for those remaining 300 positions]. That’s a secondary disaster” (community member, Dutch Harbor, #012). So, “to keep quality people you have to have a good crew share” (processing plant employee, Dutch Harbor, #015). There is thus a fear that “in the future, [control] will move further away from crew and consolidate the power in the hands of owners who will pay what they want to so that they will only get people that will work for that... who will not be experienced. Good guys aren’t gonna stay” (former captain, Seattle, #070). In light of this, a Seattle-based captain says that he actually takes a reduced share in order to pay crew more because he
wants to retain the good crew members who have worked with him for years (captain, Seattle, #065).

**Season Length**

Two primary factors associated with the rationalization of the BSAI crab fisheries have increased the length of fishing seasons. Firstly, with rationalization came the end of the race for fish and secondly, fewer vessels have more fish to catch, keeping them on the fishing grounds for longer periods of time. Other factors were also identified as contributing, sometimes less directly, to longer season including longer soak times, the ability to wait out inclement weather or periods when the northern grounds become ice-covered, as well as delivery dates set by processing plants that may in turn dictate fishing schedules.

The "seasons are the same length if you only fish the quota that [the vessel owner] owns, but they are longer if you lease quota" (former captain, Seattle, #068). The increased season length may be problematic for crew who participate in other fisheries on one hand, but is also seen to "professionalize" the crab positions on the other hand. Depending upon how the longer seasons are managed, it may extend the time away from family and obligations at home or it may offer the chance to rotate crew and provide breaks to those who are involved in BSAI fisheries for up to nine months a year.

Under rationalization, the king crab fishery has been significantly extended. On captain remembers that "Before rationalization, people arrive in Dutch Harbor in early October for shipyard work. Fish for three days starting October 25th, tie up for 7-8 days before offloading the crab and the boats were tied up by the beginning of October" (captain, Seattle, #065). A crew member explains that "Now the seasons are a little longer, before we would be out for about 2 weeks, now it's 2 months [for king]" (crew, Seattle, #085).

These longer seasons contrast sharply with the short seasons that existed since the late 1990s due to stock declines and additional vessel entry to the crab fisheries.\(^{13}\) Previously, even with the race for fish, seasons were longer and may more closely resemble the current length of BSAI crab fishing seasons. For example, the Bristol Bay red king crab fishery alone extended for 40 days in 1980.\(^{14}\) "It's only since 2000 [when seasons became that short] because resources tanked... Before that they were 4-6 months.... Some of those guys remember the 1980s when seasons were longer so they are happy with the way it is now" (boat owner, Seattle, #084).

While the post-rationalization season lengths have increased and boats are spending longer on the fishing grounds, there is a diversity of opinions about how this relates to rates of compensation. Many feel that they are working longer for the same or reduced

---

\(^{13}\) Some of the entry occurred due to "rent seeking" behavior by vessel owners seeking to establish a catch history (and thus quota allocation) as the fishery moved from regulated open access, to a license limitation program, and then to the subsequent rationalized fishery.

\(^{14}\) See the 2007 BSAI crab SAFE Report for detailed historic season lengths.
compensation while others explain that the longer seasons does translate into greater pay overall. (A comparison of crew compensation as a percentage of total vessel cost from before and after the implementation of the rationalization program was not possible for this report, but is recommended for future work.)

- "Now, the season is too long for too bad pay" (former crew, Kodiak, #027).
- "Rationalization is good and bad. The money is guaranteed, which is good, but you get the same amount for a lot longer season" (crew, Dutch Harbor, #005).
- "Now, we keep the boat busy eight to nine months of the year. So guys are working now much more, they are away from home more, and they are compensated more" (captain, Seattle, #082).
- "We work two times harder, twice as long for a third of the money" (crew, Kodiak, #032).
- "With leases we're not making as much and we're gone for longer" (crew, Seattle, #066).
- "Other boats I could get on have too much quota [and you have to fish for longer to earn money] so I'm not interested in participating in the longer seasons. It would have to be a really attractive deal for me to consider going back to crab and it'd be a fill-in job for part of a season. I'd just go for a short duration not get tangled up in a long-term thing. If you get tied up in the shipyard and everything its over 7 months" (former captain, Oregon, #080).

There are, however, also positive outcomes of longer fishing seasons for some people. When it does not cause scheduling conflict, increased season length is viewed as a chance to increase the amount of money made overall, even if the compensation per unit of effort is diminished from the average pre-rationalization experience as noted above (and discussed in the following section). Additionally, longer seasons may be seen to justify the time spent in the shipyard preparing for fishing which is relatively the same regardless of a three day, three week, or three month fishing season: "Under rationalization we are working more but have the same amount of start up work as [we did] in the past but you're not paid anything for gearing up in Dutch harbor – 10 days getting ready for 3 months vs. 3 weeks" (crew, Seattle, #085).

- "Crew would rather stay out and fish royalty quota after they have fished allocated quota which they would have been fishing anyway [under rationalization]" (boat owner, Seattle, #084).
- "With rationalization we spend more time [crab fishing] and there is everything associated with that, including more money" (crew, Seattle, #085).

A further benefit is the ability of some boats to rotate crew and captains by hiring relief crew:
- "The boats that are doing the best try to get a revolving crew to give some people a break" (crew, Seattle, #066).
- "If there are long seasons, you also have time rotate out so you can see you family" (crew, Seattle, #086).
For some, longer seasons, together with increased job security and guaranteed compensation, contribute to the professionalization of the BSAI crab fisheries:

- “A lot of people are here as professionals, we call it ‘our job’ (crew, Seattle, #086).
- “The guys that do have jobs have good jobs. They can make a living and raise a family. They don’t have to get two-bit construction jobs when they’re not fishing up here. More income means they can count in it all year” (captain, Dutch Harbor, #004).
- “Now they’re fishing for a whole season – it’s become a professional crew position. That stable type of position wasn’t available before. It provides some level of security. You know the boat has quota” (processing plant employee, Kodiak, #034).
- “We’re either crab fishermen or not….Now guys have a full time job. Before, you’d throw your dice. We were gamblers. Now you’re a crabber” (captain, Dutch Harbor, #058).

Extended fishing seasons introduce temporal conflicts for crew members who do participate in multiple fisheries. Multi-fishery participation is often an important livelihood strategy based on diversification which may reflect individuals’ abilities to adapt to often volatile and unpredictable fishing. Further, participation in multiple fisheries is lifestyle that carries deep cultural heritage:

- “The long seasons are really different. 3-4 months, it takes a different mentality” (Seattle based skipper 087).
- “In this day and age you have to go from one fishery to the next to make your yearly income and we can lose that opportunity to make the income you need when you miss the open day” (crew, Akutan, #051).
- “People give up on crab because they spend more time on halibut and salmon. “I have two crew who can’t commit because they are working in Halibut in March. The halibut season has been extended and there is more money” (captain, Seattle, #065).
- “There are short pulse fisheries. I won’t hire someone who wants to go halibut and Pollock fishing. He’s not a professional crab crew and I won’t hire him. Now you can be a crab professional and make good money for 6 months of fishing. Some of the guys are paid up to $300K, but we pay better than anyone because we have so much quota” (boat owner, Seattle, #084).

Crew and potential crew members’ abilities to commit to longer fishing seasons is also a factor in hiring processes and may contribute to the apparent lack of employable crew observed by some captains.

- “Captains are not finding crew. People are making good money, but they are gonna be up there for a long time – all seasons, 6 months to a year. So a guy could make more than he used to, but there’s no way he could keep a second job” (former crew, Seattle, #070).
• "I’ve testified to the council about crew positions, I always have conversations with other captains, like on the Sea boats, that we can’t find crew. It’s just the guys looking for the two-week wonder jobs that can’t find work now. But it’s people who need to commit to 8 to 9 months that we need and can’t find" (captain, Seattle, #082).

**Compensation per Unit of Crew Effort**

A major affect of rationalization reported in our interviews pertained to the rate of crew earnings relative to work, or compensation per unit of crew effort (CPUCE). This results from the longer seasons and the ‘extra’ costs of fishing leased quota. As detailed above, royalties are paid on quota that is leased and “when you have lease shares, a lot of the costs flow through to the crew” (former crew, Dutch Harbor, #019). Crew may therefore receive a lower rate of compensation per hour or per crab unit than they had prior to rationalization. The effects on CPUCE are largely driven by changes to pay structures detailed above. The combination of extended fishing seasons and reduced CPUCE mean that, in the words of one captain, “it has been a hard adjustment to go from derby to rationalization. Some can’t adjust, including financially” (captain, Dutch Harbor, #004). This was explained according to one crew member’s experience that prior to rationalization crew shares comprised for 5-7% of gross earnings. Fuel, bait, groceries, and associated taxes including delivery fees, were taken out of the total, and then crew shares are paid off of the remainder. Now, the lease is paid off the top then shares and expenses come out of the new remainder (crew, Seattle, #066). Thus, the job security of a longer season based on guaranteed quota does not necessarily make a position on a crab boat more desirable. As this crew member elaborates, “it doesn’t matter if you know you are going to make $20,000.00 when you work 3 times as long and 3 times harder for the same thing” (crew, Seattle, #066). Another crew member who has not fished since the first year of rationalization (2005) calculates that for the same amount of crab fished, he would have earned significantly more than $100,000.00 in 1999 and only $29,000.00 in 2005 (former crew, Oregon, #080). Another crew calculates that he “went from $45-50,000.00 fishing year round down to $25-30,000.00 for both king crab and opilio crab” (crew, Akutan, #051).

A recurrent concern expressed in interviews was a shift toward a wage-based workforce with increasing numbers of undocumented participants who may not have legal standing in the United States and therefore less recourse to enforce their rights:
• “I see it that the only people who really come out ahead on this are the owners that own the quota. So now you get the fleet, the workers, making less money, but they are working longer too so there might be some boats that keep them on the full share thing and they’re making good money and some boats say no…it’s a monthly salary and that’s it” (Plant manager, Dutch Harbor, #002).
• “If we continue down this path, there will be even fewer jobs, they’ll be drafting wagers on the decks” (former crew, Dutch Harbor, #006).
• Guys who will do it for $100 a day "it's an indentured servant thing" (former crew, Kodiak, #023).
• "It used to be about how much you could catch, not it's about how cheap you can catch it...and that goes for the people too" (former crew, Seattle, #070a).
• "Serious guys ended up staying because no one's gonna put up with a so-so deckhand in this diminished employee pool...they're gonna pick the best they can and they're gonna dictate to us what they're gonna pay us....they are giving us one price up front and now we're looking at getting [it] knocked down" (crew, Akutan, #051).

Processor Delivery Schedules

Most processing plants which hold processing quota for A share BSAI crab have responded by implementing scheduled deliveries to specific plants. Deliveries are further regionalized by community protection measures. The coordination of deliveries is negotiated prior to the opening of the fishing season by boat cooperatives and may reflect historical relationships between boat and processor companies. As of the 2007/2008 fishing seasons at least one major processing plant has refrained from setting strict delivery schedules in recognition of the hardships this may impose on fishing. Keeping a processing crew on hand and the processing lines open incurs costs that could be reduced by scheduling deliveries, but the processing plant sees it as a way to attract B and C share crab that are not designated to specific plants as well as reflecting a longstanding relationship with a loyal fleet (plant manager, Dutch Harbor, #014).

A significant economic incentive to comply with agreed to delivery dates comes from the fear that the price will be lowered by processing companies if deliveries are received behind schedule. On the topic this topic, one crew asserts "Tell me that doesn't impact us as much as competing [in derby fishery]." A captain shares the view that "rationalization may have done away with the race for fish derby, but the 90/10 split has created a 'processor derby' in its wake" (captain, Dutch harbor, #020).

Initial difficulties in the first years of rationalization caused by the scheduling of delivery dates may be getting 'ironed' out:

• "The canneries improved in a year. Last year we had 30 days between deliveries of opie's, but this year they're working tight" (captain, Dutch Harbor, #058).
• "[Delivery and offload coordination] is getting better. I thought it was a total joke the first year. But it's getting better. If you have to wait in line for 4 days to offload, the opportunity cost of fish not caught is greater than the price of fuel and expenses to get to another processor, get offloaded sooner, and get back out to fish" (captain, Seattle, #087).

The benefits of scheduled deliveries, especially when well coordinated with a vessel's fishing grounds (usually through planning within the coop), are that fishing, deliveries.
and the vagaries of weather (or other unpredictable influences) can be synchronized. One
captain happily recounts that “It’s the most beautiful thing. I know when my dates are: I
could fill the boat in 3 days if I wanted to, but I have 6 days between deliveries so I can
also be more cautious...So, if I’m stressing I don’t have to haul gear. If I starts blowing, I
say ‘guys, we’re done’” (Captain, Dutch harbor, # 058).

However, an apparently more common response to processor delivery schedules that
stipulate the date and location of offloads are of dissatisfaction, ranging from mild to
critical concern about risk from unsafe conditions that perpetuate under the “race for
processors”:

• “The worst thing is the 90/10 split. It was sold on safety. It is not about safety. I
  fish in really inclement weather because they drop the price if you miss the
  deadline (for offloading at the processor)” (crew, Seattle, #073 crew).
• “A few years ago we delivered to St Paul, so now we’re committed to them. But
  often it’s bad weather. That happened once, we couldn’t get in [to make the
  offload] and processor charged us for each day [that the delivery was delayed]”
  (crew, Dutch Harbor, #008).
• “It’s really a time deal. We’re only sleeping 2-4 hours a night to meet delivery
  schedules, especially if we haven’t been on the crab” (crew, Seattle, #073).
• “You’re still not able to sit out high winds because they’re under the gun – the
  processors dictate the schedule” (former crew, Kodiak, #023).
• “The industry hasn’t done anything but worsen: It is not safer...[processor]
  companies dictate delivery times. You better have your crab or they’ll put you
  off” (former crew, Dutch Harbor, #006).
• It’s not safer because we still have to fish weather to make processor dates. If we
  miss it, we have to wait a week and time is money so it is expensive (captain,
  Akutan, #047).
• “There are still problems. The reason my boat has a hole in it right now is
  processor consolidation” (captain, Seattle, #065).
• “It was a lie to predict that safety would increase, a total lie because with the
  90/10 split allocation the processors control explicitly everything they need so
  they have a ...time schedule so they dictate delivery dates. It’s still an incredible
  race for fish and safety is not improved” (former crew, Oregon, #080).

In summary, the information elicited in our interviews suggest that pre-arranged
processor delivery schedules have a range of benefits and potential costs that must be
considered by skippers. Benefits can be obtained by avoiding the need to wait in a queue
to deliver at flexible delivery processors (e.g., decreased crab deadloss, smaller
opportunity costs of time and profits that could be earned in other fisheries, fewer
groceries consumed by idle crew). These benefits must be weighed against the costs of
delivering instead to another processor with a fixed delivery schedule (e.g., decreased trip
flexibility, potential price cuts for not meeting the delivery date, safety considerations
associated with avoiding such price cuts, and potentially higher fuel costs if such
processor is geographically more distant than the flexible delivery plants).
Safety

Safety concerns have dominated the discussion of rationalization. After nearly three years of implementation of the rationalization program no fatalities have occurred in BSAI crab fisheries, but opinions diverged in our interviews about the success of the program to meet its safety-related goals. Indeed, the extreme conditions of the Bering Sea mean that safety risks can never approach zero. Some see the inability to change that fact as the ultimate cause of hazardous conditions that remain independent of safety measures: “It’s not safer on the water. You’re still under pressure, and it’s still the same problem: if you go over, you’ll probably die” (crew, Seattle, #037). As mentioned in the section above, the imposition of delivery dates and penalties if they are missed are seen to replace the “race for fish” with an equally unsafe “race to the processors”.

Others agree that changes have been minimal, and if safety has increased it is attributable to efforts of the Coast guard rather than outcomes of the rationalization program:

- “It hasn’t changed an iota. When it is blowing SW 70, I don’t care what quota we have” (crew, Dutch Harbor, #063)
- “It’s a little safer. We’re still doing the same thing 90% of the time in the same weather. There are some cases when we’re working like idiots in idiot weather. Especially if have a lot of pounds” (crew, Seattle, #086).
- “The coast guard would say this is because of the enforced dock side inspections preseason” (Captain, Seattle, #082)
- It was not completely unsafe before rationalization. If the weather was predicted to be really bad, the coast guard wouldn’t let us go out (captain, Dutch Harbor, #015).

Safety fears pervade, in spite of the intention of the Program to improve safety for boat captains and crew. The BSAI crab fishing is carried out in an inherently hazardous environment. However, the difference between hazard and disaster is the difference between risk reduction and no change in safety measures. That safety concerns perpetuate under the parameters of the Program testifies to the need to continue to improve safety measures, perhaps through training, education, and intensified vessel inspections.

- People still have to go out in bad weather because of fuel costs and other overhead (Plant manager, Dutch Harbor, #002).
- “The whole safety thing, that’s half of it turns out not to be true!” (former crew, Dutch Harbor, #012).
- “Safety was a smoke and mirrors thing. Nothing has changed” (captain, Seattle, #067).

Fewer boats on the water following the federal buyback and implementation of the Program also means that boats in distress are more isolated and potential help is further away. Moreover, the longer seasons are seen to increase exposure to risk. “It took one month, now it takes 2-5 months and you take more risk because it takes more of your
time [and the longer you are out here the more exposure you have]” (former crew, Seattle, #066).

Time is money on the water, and costs combine with fishing conditions to motivate expedited fishing:

- “There are other reasons for fishing as quickly as possible, and other constraints that mean that just stopping the derby style is not enough to change how safe it is out on the water when we’re fishing for crab. Processors push us through, and captains just want to get home” (crew, Dutch Harbor, #008).
- “I don’t want to spend extra money on food and fuel so need to make sure we get to the processors” (captain, Kodiak, #047).
- Some people say you don’t have to go out when it’s shitty, but we went out anyway because the captain makes the call – “he says work, we work” (former crew, Akutan, #048).

Levels of crew experience have implications for safety in that less experienced crew may not be versed in maintaining safe practices at sea and may not have the knowledge about boats to identify problems. A high crew turnover rate may also contribute to lower concern about maintenance and upkeep of the vessel:

- Worried about ever being in a situation with inexperienced crew who are dangerous (crew, Akutan, #047).
- “If you want safety, you have to have guys who will stick around longer” (boat owner, Seattle, #084).
- “Safety is one of the biggest issues. Now, people on boats are not fishermen, but others, who will work for less. They don’t know the boats, and don’t know if something is wrong” (former crew, ex crab crew, Kodiak, #027).

Importantly, others perceive an increase in safety under rationalization underscoring that fishing is a diverse practice and individual boats are managed differently. Further inquiry into safety issues could help to identify the variables that contribute to the variation in views on safety, but was beyond the immediate scope of the present study. Increases in safety are due to a slower pace of fishing and the ability to wait out inclement weather:

- “Oh, it’s night and day. Now, we can just stop because some bad weather came up so the risk factor is diminished. How do you put a $ sign on someone’s life? Nothing else you say holds water….1,000 jobs does not equal one person’s life” (captain, Dutch Harbor, #004).
- “One thing, it’s made it safer. [Avoiding bad weather means] less stress in equipment [and] less stress on crew” (community member, Dutch Harbor, #007).
- “[There are benefits from] slowing fishing down, with fewer injuries now and I don’t know if there has been any loss of life sine rationalization” (captain, Seattle, #082).
- “If a big storm blows in, we don’t have to go out” (crew, Oregon, #077).
- “The 80 boats remaining [in the fishery] are the 80 best boats” (captain, Seattle, #065).
• "You get a whole night's sleep as opposed to 3 hours in open access fishing" (captain, Dutch Harbor, #058).

**Alternative Employment Opportunities**

Alternative and additional employment opportunities may affect crew members' abilities and decisions to participate in the BSAI crab fisheries. Multi-fishery and even multi-industry approaches are harder with longer crab fishing seasons and other obligations to the boat that now extend across several months. As related above in the section on work conditions, longer seasons may prevent participation in multiple different fisheries or industries by increasing the annual time commitment related to crab fishing. For many, longer seasons in crab may represent job security, but problems arise for others who depend on income from crab fishing to support other endeavors such as other fishing operations or small businesses. As expressed by a Seattle based skipper, "I think this is becoming a full time job and a lot of displaced workers were happy as part time because they did so many other fisheries, pot cod. etc. That's the type of fishermen they are - that's why they are out of work [in the crab fishery]. [Crab] is all our boats do. We're dedicated to our boats.' (captain, Seattle, #087). Another skipper also from Seattle emphasizes the changeable nature of fishing and the need to be resilient: "I am a third generation fisherman. that is just a decision you have to make" (captain, Seattle, #082).

**Participation in other fisheries**

Multi-fishery strategies including participation in BSAI crab fisheries are common amongst crew members interviewed for this project. When asked what other ways they would be earning income if not on a BSAI boat, many responded that they would be concentrating on other fisheries. Many of the more highly experienced current participants in the BSAI crab fisheries stated that they tend to focus on the winter opilio season as opposed to participating in king crab. Two factors most likely explain this. Firstly, the lease fees are lower on opilio crab quota than king crab quota (around 50% as compared to 70%). Secondly, the opilio crab fishery occurs in winter months when there is less conflict with other fisheries. In the experience of one Kodiak-based crew member, October (during the king crab season) is spent fishing Halibut and he has not fished during a king crab season for several years. He notes that "the guys with the most experienced fish opilio because they are fishing other fisheries during the other seasons" (crew, Akutan, #047).

An ex-crew member from Oregon who has moved into other fisheries says he would consider a one or two week trip to fish opilio an attractive prospect, but it would have to be during the January opilio season because he had other fishing obligations during the king crab season. He says he is unlikely to go opilio fishing if he can survive with income from his other fishing because he does not find the opilio season attractive, "because it is crappier weather. less money, and 60-66% lease fees off the top so you never hit $2....
You’re fishing on $1.2, $1.1 then it’s 3-5% of that for crew, so it would have to be a whole boat load to make it worth it.” This crew member stopped fishing two years after rationalization was implemented because of the longer seasons which pushed into the longtime fisheries that he felt were ultimately a more lucrative investment. The ‘jump off date’ had been agreed to with his previous skipper, and he says “so I left and stayed longlining” (former crew, Oregon, #080).

Another ex-crab crewmember from Alaska explains that he was lucky to have investments in other fisheries that allowed him to transition when he was no longer able to work in the BSAI crab fisheries: “Quality crabbing was one of the best things that I knew. It’s just the way it happened. Forced me out. Also forced me to pursue other economically successful pursuits. I don’t think I can achieve my goals in the fishery anymore. But, every cod I catch is one less that someone else [in the cod fishery] is not catching” (former crew, Dutch harbor, #019).

For others, it has been difficult to support a multi-fishery livelihood without participation in the BSAI crab fisheries. This is expressed by a former captain: “So crew are out of a job, guys who I’ve worked with for, 28,27,29, and 41 years. They were with me in all different fisheries, but not anymore because we can’t afford to crab” (former captain, Dutch Harbor, #064). A former crew in the BSAI crab fisheries explains that he fished crab every season between 1992-2003, as well as halibut and black cod. Now he says he makes $130,000.00 less than before rationalization by “scrambling” from one work opportunity to another: “Guys call me ‘the butterfly’” (former crew, Oregon, #078).

**Participation in Multiple Industries**

The relatively concise pre-rationalization crab seasons were conducive to multi-industry strategies that correspond to season or temporary land-based work. Landscaping, construction, and heavy machinery operations were the most frequently mentioned alternatives. Also mentioned were ranching, ski patrol, car mechanic and helicopter pilot. Several people also held tugboat licenses. The multi-industry combination may have been what made participation in either sector viable. “If you look at what the traditional job was 3-5 years ago, some people just came in from carpentry, etc. for a of couple of weeks – it’s different for people that tendered when not on the crab boats” (processing plant employee, Kodiak, #034). In some cases, work outside of the fisheries represents an investment for the future that is currently subsidized by crab fishery earnings. Crab fishing is generally considered a younger profession relative to other industries and thus long-term planning would need to entail other options. Qualifications such as an engineering qualification facilitate transition between fisheries as well as industries (former captain, Seattle, #083).

Options and opportunities are constrained by location as well as skills. An ex-crew member explained that following from the effects of rationalization he no longer had a position on a boat and “so I started doing construction. But I thought about [going BSAI crab fishing again]...I would have gone fishing if the money was still there. If I was paid
more, I’d still fish” (former crew, Akutan, #046). This emphasizes that fishing, including crab fishing, must remain competitive with the local economy, as emphasized by one Seattle-based skipper (boat owner, Seattle, #084). Regarding those who have left the fishing industries, one former captain notes that “most of the [crew I knew] have landed on their feet, but they are doing different things” (former captain Seattle, #068).

Effects Structured by Local Opportunities

The effects following from fewer available crew positions as an outcome of the rationalization are strongly dependent upon the locally available alternative opportunities. The metropolitan context of Seattle offers an economy that can readily absorb those displaced from the BSAI crab fishery. However, the required skill sets and an ability and willingness to be in Seattle would need to be present. Retraining opportunities exist and have encountered limited success. Seattle-based crew members who participate in the fishery may find year-round occupations through shipyard work or tendering opportunities. As mentioned above, a local economy may provide opportunities with which fishing positions must be competitive. As one former crab captain explains who is now participating in longlining fisheries, “I’d take a crab job, but it would have to offer more than I am making now” (former captain, Seattle, #083).

There is an immense variety among the local economies to which displaced crew may have recourse. At one extreme is the larger metropolitan area of Seattle. Rural Alaskan communities are also diverse, ranging from coastal to landlocked, CDQ and non-CDQ communities. For instance the community of Kodiak is characterized by its historical dependence on commercial fisheries. Indeed, as expressed by one crew member, “The only reason to be here is the fishing...”(crew, Kodiak, #031). Another Kodiak local relates that “I’m interested in fisheries where I can fish locally” (former crew, Kodiak, #023).

Many fisheries seasons in which fishing community residents participate are in conflict with the extended BSAI crab seasons. Fishing community-based crew may therefore find it particularly difficult to maintain the multi-fishery strategies that characterize their economy. Without income afforded by participation in the BSAI fisheries, however, many may struggle to make a viable income throughout the year with other fishing activities.

In Akutan an ex-crew member explains that: “I’ll probably get into black cod that’s open in the three miles around the island. That’s enough.” He says that there is more money doing cod, about 50 cents per pound which compares favorably with crabbing, which for him, is about $30-35,000 per season. He continues, saying that “I can do better sitting here then fishing [for crab]. Me and my dad do cod and halibut. It’s close to home, and fuel costs are not so bad. If I wasn’t fishing, I guess I’d be doing construction here” (former crew, Kodiak, #048). At the time of this research, two other ex crabbers were
The primary conclusions regarding employment opportunities are that hiring processes under the post-rationalization BSAI crab fisheries appear to remain very similar to those used prior to rationalization, although they are now manifested under new conditions and terms of employment. Hiring is largely carried out by captains, sometimes in consultation with crew members. Social networks and reputation (of person seeking employment and of the boat) may play a large role. There are different strategies when it comes to crew qualifications. Some captains will try to hire the most experienced people available. Others will adopt a strategy of hiring less, or un-experienced people who can be specifically trained. This explains in part why, in spite of a surplus of non-employed but highly qualified and experienced crew members, there are still hires of greenhorns and people new to the fishery. It is also explained by the pay structure: less experienced crew may be paid relatively less thus leaving more of the net revenues allocated to crew shares for more experienced members. Another very important factor is that experienced crew may not want to work for the significantly diminished returns per unit of effort that may arise on vessels with high quota lease rates; such vessels typically charge royalties to crew on the purchased or leased shares which in turn leads to lower net revenues earned per pound by the crew on the additional crab, lowering their average compensation earned per pound of crab during the trip.

Related to these issues is a perceived increase vessel expenditure (factor) shares for capital (to buy quota) and decreased shares for labor. Such a shift is consistent with a decreased emphasis on having the best, fastest crew to maximize vessel returns (which was important in a derby fishery). Now, since the catch is essentially guaranteed, the returns to the vessel may be maximized by utilizing the economies of scale on the vessel and leasing/purchasing quota to bring in greater revenues to cover the fixed costs of the vessel (lowering average variable costs).

C-shares are seen as important investments in the fishery that allow captains (and in the future perhaps also crew) to make financial in addition to physical investments and may be the difference between staying in the fishery and deciding to leave. A crew employment decision model based upon the considerations expressed by interviewees illustrates the cognitive process involved in deciding whether or not to seek employment in the BSAI crab fishery. The model includes considerations of: financial need, relative, potential compensation, temporal investment, alternative opportunities, and future considerations.

The primary conclusions regarding characteristics of work in the rationalized BSAI fisheries are that they appear to have changed significantly under rationalization in terms of pay structure, season length, processor influence, safety at sea, and the interactions between these factors. The impacts on work in the fisheries are extremely diverse and complex, and effects of consolidation, quota leases, season length, crew experience, and safety are easily conflated. We make an attempt to describe these factors individually in the section, while also recognizing their interrelatedness.

Quota acquisition and consolidation is an outcome of rationalization that facilitates vessel consolidation and thus lowers the total fleet costs of landing the year's total allowable
catch. The profit margin for crab that are leased or purchased is much less than for those given through the allocation, and so the return on the additional crab is lower for both crew and the vessel owner(s). The lease rates are quoted at around 70% for king crab and around 50-60% for opilio crab. The actual rates at which quota is leased to specific boats can be investigated in EDR data. In turn, depending on the extent to which a boat fishes their allocated quota versus purchased or leased quota, crew can experience a diminished rate of compensation per unit of crew effort compared to pre-rationalization rates. From the vessel owners' perspectives and observed behavior it appears clear that it is often financially worthwhile to acquire additional quota, but crew often conveyed the opposite opinion in the interviews. As illustrated in the decision model and several other quotes included in this report, crew may decide not to work on a boat with higher royalty charges.

Longer season are another consequence of transition to a quota-based fishery. Longer seasons may provide greater job security and contribute to a "professionalization" of the BSAI crab fisheries. However, longer seasons can create potentially insurmountable scheduling conflicts for those who also participate in other fisheries. To accommodate the longer seasons and avoid idle plant time, many processing plants have developed delivery schedules which have reportedly had the effect of dictating the pace of fishing. While some find this agreeable, others feel that the open access "race for fish" has been replaced with an equally hazardous "race to the processors" in order to meet offload dates and avoid associated price penalties. Thus, the need to meet delivery schedules of some processors may diminish the safety benefits associated with ending the race for fish. The net effect of rationalization on safety can be more rigorously examined by utilizing U.S. Coast Guard data on accidents and fatalities; however, a longer time series may be required to estimate such effects in a rigorous, quantitative manner with sufficient statistical confidence.

Safety aside, interviewees have suggested that the combination of longer seasons and diminished per-unit profitability associated with leased or purchased quota have decreased compensation to crew when examined in a per-pound or per-day metric, but may have increased in total (due to greater landings per vessel through quota consolidation). Similarly, the share payments to crew as a percent of total vessels costs may have declined as well, reflecting a shift in factor shares. These hypotheses will be tested in future analysis using the EDR data on the costs and crew compensation present in the crab fisheries.

Finally, the primary conclusions regarding alternative and additional employment opportunities are that these may deeply affect crew members' abilities and decisions to participate in the BSAI crab fisheries. Multi-fishery and even multi-industry job portfolios (common among crew) are more difficult to accommodate with longer crab fishing seasons and other obligations to the boat that now extend across several months. The effects following from fewer available crew positions as an outcome of the rationalization are strongly dependent upon locally available alternative opportunities. Crucially, fishing community-based crew may find it particularly difficult to maintain the multi-fishery strategies that characterize their economy. Without the income afforded by
participation in the past BSAI fisheries, many may struggle to make a viable income throughout the year with other fishing activities.
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North Pacific Fishery Management Council
604 West 4th Avenue Suite #306
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

194th Plenary Session – October 3-9, 2009
Hilton Hotel  Anchorage, Alaska

Re: C-4 (d) Review Outline for 5-year review of the BS CR program

Public Comment By: Mr. Shawn C. Dochtermann for the Crewman’s Association and the Bering Sea Crab Crewman’s Association
Kodiak, Alaska 99615 — Tel: (907) 486-8777

Mr. Secretary, Chairman Olson, Council members,
and Honorable Citizens of the United States,

My name is Shawn Dochtermann a 30-year commercial fisherman, with 23 years crab fishing experience in the Bering Sea. I am here representing myself as well as hundreds of Bering Sea crab fisherman. Many are disenfranchised, and over 80 that still have the opportunity to be active participants.

We’d like the address problems that need to be included in the 5-year review of the CR program.

1. BSAI crab crewmen needed to be established as the stranded labor portion (stakeholders that were not included) of the CR program, just as NS #4 paragraph (c) (3) (i) Definition. An “allocation” or assignment “of fishing privileges is a direct and deliberate distribution of the opportunity to participate in a fishery among identifiable, discrete user groups, or individuals. Any management measure (or lack of measurement) has incidental allocative effects, but only those measures that result in direct distributions of fishing privileges will be judged against the allocation requirements of Standard 4.

2. Excessive HQS was distributed to LLP holders in the initial allocation of CR program depriving the BSAI crab crewmen of their rights to HQS and to fair negotiation for fair layshare contracts. Review NS#4 (c) (3) (iii) avoidance of excessive shares. An allocation scheme must be designed to deter any person or other entity from acquiring an excessive share of fishing privileges, and to avoid creating conditions fostering inordinate control, by buyers or sellers, that would not otherwise exist.

Due to excessive HQS being allocated to LLP holders exorbitant lease fees have been extracted off the top of gross revenues and have deprived the vessel operators (crewm en) from receiving fair and equitable compensation from the HQS holders.

3. Layshare contracts have never been included as part of the CR program for EDR data or for legal liability of the HQS holders and the vessel owners. NOAA/NMFS may not be responsible for enforcing CFR 46 section 10601,
but it is their job to follow federal code, of which they have never done in the process of creating the CR program. It will be the responsibility of the FBI or the courts to sort out why this was not done.

4. The CR loan program is a total farce, as why should a crewman that worked to create the initial IFQs have to buy into a system where they were legally left out of the Due Process is pathetic. A $3 million dollar should be the start up money to form the BSAI crab crewmen’s Co-op to receive a reallocation of quota. Only with the crab crewmen holding a piece of the IFQ pie will they be able to receive fair and equitable compensation layshare contracts. How could $3 million help 450 crewmen into a program that the IFQ rights are worth over a billion dollars anyhow???

5. The past motions on the CR program that would possibly increase C-shares does nothing to get fair and equitable compensation ratios back to the crewmen that do all of the harvesting of crab products in the BSAI.

6. We’d like to know what has happened to the June 2008 Crab Management Motion that was presented at the 188th Plenary session in Kodiak, Alaska. There were 5 alternatives of which #3-5 might be possible solution to helping crew get fair and equitable compensation layshare contracts? Why did this motion just slip away into the darkness, when it was a template to start helping the crew that is losing up to $40 million in crewshare compensation a year to HQS holders who hold excessive IFQ privileges.

7. The discussion paper “Leasing practices in the NP fisheries BSAI crab fisheries” NPFMC June 2009 it is inadequate.
   - It doesn’t reflect on the empirical data that is obtained from crewmen’s settlement sheets and layshare contracts and is reconcilable with vessel settlements.
   - The lack of crew consulted to participate in the design of the comparisons from pre and post rationalization compensation rations and layshare contracts.
   - The basis for comparison is not focused on leasing rates and the change in crew compensation rations, but rather on days working on the vessel and off the vessel. Why was the focus not on finding the percentage of QS and the lease rates, eg., the average lease rates deducted from the gross revenues of both red king crab and opilio crab of the overall industry. This can only be done by using the crewmen’s layshare crew contracts and factual settlements of every vessel participating.

8. Has the NPFMC requested a final copy of the Post-Rationalization Restructuring of Commercial Crewmember Opportunities in the Bering Sea and Aleutian Island Crab Fisheries by Sepez, Lazrus, & Felthoven. Is this report even finished? If not, why has a year gone by while the ethnographic portion is finished, while the rest of the economic portion sits I
limbo. The crewmen need this report finished to display to the Council, Congress and the Courts that the crew had been left out of Due Process.

9. It's clear the coercion exists in the industry and the crew can't speak or loss their jobs due to retaliation. The vessel owners paying exorbitant lease rates can't speak up, otherwise their leased quota share would be removed from a Co-op controller. When will NOAA GC ask NOAA OLE to investigate this atrocity?

10. The reallocation Proposals that have been put in front of the council have never been recognized though we have made numerous attempts. Therefore, we are putting our reallocation proposal back on the table and expect it to be included in the 5-year review of crab.

We would like NOAA GC to research the CFRs on layshare contracts and include this as an agenda item for the 5-year review of the CR program, ask for OLE for an investigation into the coercion of crewmen and vessel owners, why the NS are not being followed especially the excessive shares portion of NS#4, as well as why the Post-rationalization study on crewmen is not finished and been put before the Council.

We request that the NPFMC include all of the above items in the 5-year review of the CR program.

Sincerely,

Shawn C Dochtermann-Secretary

Crewman's Association & Bering Sea Crab Crewmen's Association
North Pacific Fishery Management Council
604 West 4th Avenue Suite #306
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

194th Plenary Session – October 3-9, 2009
Hilton Hotel Anchorage, Alaska

Re: C-4 (d) Review Outline for 5-year review of the BS CR program

Public Comment By: Mr. Shawn C. Dochterman for the Crewman’s Association and the Bering Sea Crab Crewmen’s Association

Kodiak, Alaska 99615 — Tel: (907) 486-8777

Mr. Secretary, Chairman Olson, Council members,
and Honorable Citizens of the United States,

My name is Shawn Dochterman a 30-year commercial fisherman, with 23 years crab fishing experience in the Bering Sea. I am here representing myself as well as hundreds of Bering Sea crab fisherman. Many are disenfranchised, and over 80 that still have the opportunity to be active participants.

We’d like the address problems that need to be included in the 5-yr review of the CR program.

1. BSAI crab crewmen needed to be established as the stranded labor portion (stakeholders that were not included) of the CR program, just as NS #4 paragraph (c) (3) (i) Definition. An “allocation” or assignment of fishing privileges is a direct and deliberate distribution of the opportunity to participate in a fishery among identifiable, discrete user groups, or individuals. Any management measure (or lack of measurement) has incidental allocative effects, but only those measures that result in direct distributions of fishing privileges will be judged against the allocation requirements of Standard 4.

2. Excessive HQS was distributed to LLP holders in the initial allocation of CR program depriving the BSAI crab crewmen of their rights to HQS and to fair negotiation for fair layshare contracts. Review NS#4 (c) (3) (iii) avoidance of excessive shares. An allocation scheme must be designed to deter any person or other entity from acquiring an excessive share of fishing privileges, and to avoid creating conditions fostering inordinate control, by buyers or sellers, that would not otherwise exist.

Due to excessive HQS being allocated to LLP holders exorbitant lease fees have been extracted off the top of gross revenues and have deprived the vessel operators (crewmen) from receiving fair and equitable compensation from the HQS holders.

3. Layshare contracts have never been included as part of the CR program for EDR data or for legal liability of the HQS holders and the vessel owners. NOAA/NMFS may not be responsible for enforcing CFR 46 section 10601.
BERING SEA/ALEUTIAN ISLANDS CRAB RATIONALIZATION FMP
REALLOCATION OF HISTORICAL PARTICIPATION TO ALL VESSEL OPERATORS

CREWMEN’S BS/AI CR CRAB
REALLOCATION PROPOSAL

Plenary Session
North Pacific Fishery Management Council
Tel: (907) 271-2809 Fax: (907) 271-2817

Name of Proposer: Crewman’s Association
/Crewmembers for Equal Access to BS/AI Crab

Date:

Brief Statement of Proposal:

Reallocating IFQ Crab Quota Shares to restore Crewmembers’ historical participation rights and opportunities for the nine species listed in the BS/AI fisheries under Crab Rationalization (CR).

A. This proposal Requires:
   1. a regulatory placeholder in the Council agenda (new amendment), and
   2. provide overdue EDR data for analysis of crew reallocation alternatives;
   3. abandonment of the “compensated reallocation” approach — it’s unjust and inhumane.

B. Objectives & Goals:
   4. restore opportunities (civil liberties) for crew access, provide for new entrants; and
   5. improve the economic health of family-based fishery-dependent communities.
   6. ensure active participation in order to hold or carry-to-vessel any crew IFQ rights; and
   7. eliminate ‘high rent’ leases off-the-top, including disallow future crew IFQ ‘leasing’.
   8. improve crab communities positive economic shocks (regional multiplier effects)
   9. overturn ‘resource spoilation’ of crab FMP to serve the public good, not private greed
   10. provide for prospective ‘limited duration’ to ‘limited entry’ transition;

C. Alternatives — Outlined in General:
   i. Threshold Increase Approach — Step-up from current TAC until crew parity is attained.
   ii. Sector IFQ Reapportionment — Assigned Shares, Buyback-My-Back provisions+;
   iii. Sector Pool Reapportionment — Crewmembers Pooled, Points System Assigned; with Buyback-My-Back and Re-entry provisions etc.
   iv. Combined Threshold & Pool Reapportionment (i. & iv.);
      Note: reapportionment approaches prioritize active participation, recognize pre-ratz ‘vessel operators’ combined share & settlement concepts, and eliminate “high rents” and stress owner-operators over absentee investors.
   vi. … Allow for other hybrid alternatives, including other divestiture approaches etc.
Problem Statement — D. Needs & Justification:

The crewmembers’ historical participation rights are not recognized in the existing
FMP. The existing crab committee scheme contains no reallocation alternatives. Not a
single pound of crab was landed without the crew; and “stranded human capital” was
not recognized as significant and vital to good policy in the crab FMP.

"Labor is prior to, and independent of, capital. Capital is only the fruit of labor,
and could never have existed if labor had not first existed. Labor is superior to
capital, and deserves the much higher consideration." – Abraham Lincoln

D. A crew reallocation placeholder (amendment) needs to be motioned and placed on the
Council agenda because:

1. Regulation-negotiation (& legislative end-runs) occurred without all stakeholders being
represented for a “fair and equitable” allocation to those with historical participation.

The NPFMC recognized the historical stake held by deck fishermen and skippers, by
creating trivial “C” shares—a three percent (3%) allocation to skippers. Throughout all
phases of FMP development, implementation and review, the frequently repeated use of the
term “skippers and crew” clearly demonstrates that the boots-on-deck (active participants)
crewmembers’ rights were intentionally excluded.

2. the existing review process and restrictive Crab Advisory Committee approach has no
evenhanded place for crewmembers reallocation dialogue, related discussion paper, and
analysis — this belongs at the Council level and in a separate arrangement.

3. economic stability was not enhanced — both the MSA and Alaska State ‘Resource Article’
emphasis on maximizing the net economic benefits from fishery resources was downgraded
in favor of private interests, inconsistent with the public’s interests and ‘common use’ tenets;
and the use of crab resources has been allowed to be contracted away with high rent leases
that severely jeopardized regional economic benefits;

4. reallocation can correct concentration and make regional benefits larger and more dispersive;

5. The original crab rationalization FMP left out viable alternatives; and the ‘preferred
alternative’ was identified prior to analysis being completed and made public so that
crewmembers could participate with respect to Due Process.

Background/General Framework:

E. The NPFMC’s FMP for “BSAI crab rationalization program” was an attempt to:

6. slow the rate of harvest for better management
7. increase its value and utilization;
8. address economic ills such as alleged “overcapitalization” and “stranded capital”
9. improve ‘safety’ and enhance ‘economic stability’ — yet creating an unstable ‘3-legged stool’
   comprised of processors linked to vessel quotas with minor skipper quotas, instead of
   including the traditional ‘fourth-leg’ of crewmembers: a safer and more stable regime;

10. deliberately establish disparate civil rights — by grandfathering lesser constitutional rights for
    North Pacific fishermen than those accorded to other national regions where LAPPs cannot
    take place without a two-thirds referenda of the participating stakeholders, and
11. discriminate against active participants and others by use of the unwarranted and excessive
    “taxes off-the-top” programs — taxation without representation.
F. The FMP created both intended and unintended negative consequences affecting crews:

1. Anti-competitive and trade restraining "industry capture" of the regulatory agency occurred, narrowing market access, creating a de facto monopoly, and driving consolidation.
2. Exclusive IFQs (leaving out crew) resulted in oppressive access fees ("high rents") paid by working fishermen of up to seventy percent — creating a "resource curse" situation.
3. The C and B shares were demonstrably inadequate to achieve stated goals.
4. Regulations intruded into corporate decision-making (season length & delivery planning) in a way that disadvantaged processors and extended crew time at sea to no benefit.
5. The arbitration (excluding crew participation) under 90/10 linkage of PQs and IFQs stifled both competition and prevented significant value-added improvement.
6. Pre-season sales commitments and transfers to foreign-parent firms (price lowering mechanisms) and sales of primary processed crab between IPQ holders (anticompetitive activity) created negative impacts on ex-vessel prices, in turn diminishing revenues to active vessels that are shared with crew.
7. ... among other inefficiencies & harms to crew and economic shocks to their communities.

**Foreseeable Impacts of Proposal (Who wins, who loses?):**

The question of "who wins and who loses?" is highly important under the undeniable logic that the Public resource is an invaluable asset of the Nation and its States, and no one loses when we all participate in a fair economic arena, except those who unfairly usurped all IFQ rights to the exclusion of the crew, and who now extract the unjustified and inequitable high rents.

Everyone wins when regulations are based on the best historical data. Also, all win when regulators follow the Constitution, National Standards in the Magnuson-Stevens and Sustainable Fishery Act and other applicable, in their spirit and intent — especially when the regulatory process proceeds on best science, not merely politics and greed.

**Are there Alternative Solutions? If so, what are they and why do you consider your proposal the best way of solving the problem?:**

Besides the crew sector reapporitement alternatives, one alternative listed above is to consider the State of Alaska managing the economic aspects of the BS/Al crab fisheries. This would include the State paying the Council for costs of management, buying out the existing rights and retiring them in favor of a severance tax approach, and providing for assistance to crewmembers that lost jobs and allowing for re-entrants, as well as state mechanisms emergency relief.

The proposed newly-minted "one-pie approach" — (not what one-pie originally meant as fishermen only IFQs on the active on-water harvester level) whereby all sectors (incl. processors and absent investors) somehow divide up the current rights pie — is unacceptable.

The Council must recognize the implications of the current economic structure because "structure implies strategy." This may mean a radical restructuring but a practicable one, guided by a more active Congress, especially through the appropriate committees and with full due process.

In the words of Richard Posner, a leading Antitrust legal expert,

"If effective and workable relief requires a radical structural reformation of the industry, this indicates that it was the structural situation, not the behavior of the industry members, which was fundamentally responsible for the unsatisfactory results."
Initial Comments on MSA/SFA National Standards:

National Standard 2 requires that management measures be based upon the best scientific evidence available. Having the multi-state PSMFC/AkFIN statisticians immediately provide the EDR analysis, including historical crew split data, is essential to developing alternatives. The past year of metadata stumbling block dodges, failures to demand contracts,

National Standard 4 states that allocations shall be fair and equitable to all such fishermen, and carried out in such a manner that no particular individual, corporation, or other entity acquires an excessive share of such privileges.

National Standard 5 notes that no management measure shall have economic allocation as its sole purpose, yet that is what occurred with the selection of two discreet groups or classes in the original FMP – processors and vessel owners – with a meager recognition for skippers-only sub-portion on the side of actual participants/harvesters. This proposal aims to rectify the problems of the existing FMP failing to meet NS3 and NS4 requirements.

National Standard 8 requirements have been minimized in the existing FMP to addressing concerns such as regionalization protection, and processor quotas — encompassing processing workers. But to ‘(A) provide for the sustained participation of such communities, and (B) to the extent practicable, minimize adverse economic impacts on such communities,” foremost consideration must be given to the economic benefits from crew incomes spent within Alaska’s fishery dependent communities.

National Standard 10 states that management measures shall, to the extent practicable, promote the safety of human life at sea. There is a strong argument that the existing FMP is highly flawed and incapable of meeting the NS10 requirement when compared with a system which invests the entire class of highly-experienced vessel operators in the actual fishery’s conduct. The approach to safety needed is already in place through Coast Guard and other measures, as already proven in the 1999-2000 fisheries.

Current magnitude of shares involved:

| Table 4. IFQ allocation by share type (2006-2007). RIR/IFRA for C-Shares, Dec. 2007 |
|-------------------------------|-------------------|-------------------|-----------------|-----------------|-----------------|--------------|
| FISHERY                      | Owner Class A     | Owner Class B     | Captain/Crew     | CP Owner        | CP Capt/Crew    | TOTAL        |
| Bristol Bay red king crab     | 11,647,090        | 1,294,110         | 402,768          | 615,655         | 14,669          | 13,974,292   |
| Bering Sea C. opilio          | 26,121,324        | 2,902,364         | 929,338          | 2,898,453       | 57,982          | 32,909,461   |
| Eastern Bering Sea C. bairdi  | 1,374,311         | 152,697           | 48,358           | 109,989         | 4,146           | 1,687,501    |
| Western Bering Sea C. bairdi  | 801,857           | 89,097            | 27,047           | 64,175          | 2,419           | 984,595      |
| Eastern Aleutian Islands      | 2,245,212         | 249,468           | 80,075           | 125,227         | 0               | 2,699,982    |
| Islands golden king crab      | 1,140,787         | 126,752           | 41,914           | 1,089,563       | 30,989          | 2,430,005    |

North Pacific Fishery Management Council  
604 West 4th Avenue Suite #306  
Anchorage, Alaska 99501

194th Plenary Session – October 3-9, 2009  
Hilton Hotel  Anchorage, Alaska

Re: C-4 (d) Review Outline for 5-year review of the BS CR program

Public Comment By: Mr. Shawn C. Dochtermann for the Crewman’s Association and the Bering Sea Crab Crewmen’s Association

Kodiak, Alaska 99615 — Tel: (907) 486-8777

Mr. Secretary, Chairman Olson, Council members,  
and Honorable Citizens of the United States,

My name is Shawn Dochtermann a 30-year commercial fisherman, with 23 years crab fishing experience in the Bering Sea. I am here representing myself as well as hundreds of Bering Sea crab fisherman. Many are disenfranchised, over 80 have the opportunity to be active participants.

We’d like the address problems that need to be included in the 5-year review of the CR program.

1. BSAI crab crewmen needed to be established as the stranded labor portion (stakeholders that were not included) of the CR program, just as required by NS #4 paragraph (c) (3) (i) Definition. An "allocation" or assignment" of fishing privileges is a **direct and deliberate distribution of the opportunity to participate in a fishery among identifiable, discrete user groups, or individuals**. Any management measure (or lack of measurement) has incidental allocative effects, but only those measures that result in direct distributions of fishing privileges will be judged against the allocation requirements of Standard 4.

2. Excessive HQS was distributed to LLP holders in the initial allocation of the CR program, depriving the BSAI crab crewmen of their rights to HQS and to fair negotiation for layshare contracts. Review NS#4 (c ) (3) (iii) avoidance of excessive shares. An **allocation scheme must be designed to deter any person or other entity from acquiring an excessive share of fishing privileges, and to avoid creating conditions fostering inordinate control, by buyers or sellers, that would not otherwise exist.**

Due to excessive HQS being allocated to LLP holders, exorbitant lease fees have been extracted off the top of gross revenues and have deprived the vessel operators (crewmen) from receiving fair and equitable compensation from the HQS holders.

3. Layshare contracts have never been included as part of the CR program for EDR data or for legal liability of the HQS holders and the vessel owners. NOAA/NMFS may not be responsible for enforcing 46 U.S.C. section 10601,
but it is their job to follow federal code, which they have never done in the process of creating the CR program. Otherwise, it will be the responsibility of the FBI or the courts to sort out why this was not done.

4. The CR loan program is a total farce, as why should a crewman that worked to create the initial IFQs have to buy into a system where they were legally left out of the Due Process? The $3 million dollar loan money should be the start up money to form the BSAI crab crewmen’s Co-op to receive a reallocation of quota. Only with the crab crewmen holding a piece of the IFQ pie will they be able to receive fair and equitable compensation by layshare contracts. How could $3 million help 450 crewmen into a program where the IFQ rights are worth over a billion dollars anyhow?

5. The past motions on the CR program that would possibly increase C-shares would do nothing to get fair and equitable compensation ratios back to the crewmen that do all of the harvesting of crab products in the BSAI.

6. We’d like to know what has happened to the June 2008 Crab Management Motion that was presented at the 188th Plenary session in Kodiak, Alaska. There were 5 alternatives of which #3-5 might be possible solutions to helping crew get fair and equitable compensation layshare contracts? Why did this motion just slip away into the darkness, when it was a template to start helping the crew that is losing up to $40 million in crewshare compensation per year to HQS holders who hold excessive IFQ privileges?

7. The discussion paper “Leasing practices in the NP fisheries BSAI crab fisheries” NPFMC June 2009 it is inadequate.
   - It doesn’t reflect on the empirical data that is obtained from crewmen’s settlement sheets and layshare contracts and is not reconcilable with vessel settlements.
   - Crew or crewmen representatives were not consulted to participate in the design of the comparisons from pre and post rationalization compensation rations and layshare contracts.
   - The basis for comparison is not focused on leasing rates and the change in crew compensation ratios, but rather on days working on the vessel and off the vessel. Why was the focus not on finding the percentage of QS and the lease rates; e.g., the average lease rates deducted from the gross revenues of both red king crab and opilio crab of the overall industry? This can only be done by using the crewmen’s layshare crew contracts and factual settlements of every vessel participating.

8. Has the NPFMC requested a final copy of the Post-Rationalization Restructuring of Commercial Crewmember Opportunities in the Bering Sea and Aleutian Island Crab Fisheries by Sepez, Lazrus, & Felthoven? Is this report even finished? If not, why has a year gone by while the ethnographic portion is finished, while the rest of the economic portion sits in
limbo? The crewmen need this report finished to display to the Council, Congress and the Courts that the crew had been left out, in violation of Due Process.

9. It’s clear the coercion exists in the industry and the crew can’t speak without loss of their jobs due to retaliation. The vessel owners paying exorbitant lease rates can’t speak up, otherwise their leased quota share would be removed by a Co-op controller. When will NOAA GC ask NOAA OLE to investigate these racketeering tactics?

10. The reallocation Proposals that have been put in front of the council have never been recognized though we have made numerous attempts. Therefore, we are putting our reallocation proposal back on the table and expect it to be included in the 5-year review of crab. (see attached)

We would like NOAA GC to research the federal code on layshare contracts and include this as an agenda item for the 5-year review of the CR program, ask for OLE for an investigation into the coercion of crewmen and vessel owners, why the NS are not being followed (especially the excessive shares portion of NS#4), as well as why the Post-rationalization study on crewmen is not finished and been put before the Council.

We request that the NPFMC include all of the above items in the 5-year review of the CR program.

Sincerely,

Shawn C Dochterman-Secretary
Crewman’s Association & Bering Sea Crab Crewmen’s Association
June 2008 Meeting
North Pacific Fishery Management Council
Draft Motion
Kodiak, Alaska

Crab Management

C-3(a) – Amendment to cost recovery fee program

The Council adopts the following as its preferred alternative:

Alternative 3 – modifying the FMP text to provide NMFS discretion to determine the amount of fees set aside for loan financing

C-3(b) Crab Committee Report

The Council requests staff to initiate a discussion paper on ‘emergency relief from the regional delivery requirement’ including the use of civil contracts between harvesters, processors, and the designee of the affected community. The civil contracts are intended to facilitate, clarify and streamline the process that may result in a waiver of the regionalization requirement by NMFS.

Further, the Council requests the crab committee to continue to work on the remaining issues previously assigned to the committee, as follows 1) crew issues, 2) rights of first refusal, and 3) Western Aleutian Islands golden king crab, giving the highest priority to crew issues.

The Council also requests staff to work with crew representatives to put their proposals in more direct terms for delivery to the crab advisory committee at its September meeting. Possible alternatives include those listed below, as well as those identified in the submission of the crewmen’s association.

Draft Alternatives

Alternative 1 (status quo)

Alternative 2 – (Alternatives in the April motion to the committee)

Alternative 3 – Up to 20 percent of the total TAC for each BSAI crab fishery will be allocated annually to a ‘pool’ that is distributed as C shares to ‘qualified crew’.

Alternative 4 – Up to 40 percent of that portion of the TAC for each BSAI crab fishery that is above the average TAC level in the qualifying years will be allocated annually to a pool that would be distributed as C shares to ‘qualified crew’.

Alternative 5 – For those crewmen who have received 1099 income from BSAI crab fisheries for two or more years, set a minimum amount for their crew shares as follows: No less than 5, 6, or 7 percent of the vessel’s gross earnings less food, fuel, bait, and taxes for the time the crewman is aboard the vessel.